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ABSTRACT 
 

 Today many cellular networks are working in parallel. For instance Global System for 
Mobile Communication (GSM), Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) and 
Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) etc. All of these technologies are 
based on cellular networks. Cellular networks are comprised of cells. Cells in the cellular 
network are allocated frequency channels from the available bandwidth. These frequency 
channels are responsible for communication between the mobile users. Number of available 
channels in a cell is limited and due to this limitation if traffic in the cell is high users may face 
call terminations and may be blocked by the cell completely. 

 GSM is the most popular cellular network yet used in almost 200 countries of the world 
[29]. Due to lack of high data rates GSM is not able to support wireless broadband users. 
WiMAX is currently under development and is a new technology in 3G systems (near to 4G). It 
has support for wireless broadband users, both fixed and mobile. For fixed users (Mainly Office 
and Home) disconnectivity in the connection is intolerable. Such users are needed to be allocated 
permanent channels, so they never face disconnectivity due to unavailability of channels in the 
cell. For this purpose in our thesis work we have performed analysis on channels allocation 
schemes namely Non Prioritized Scheme (NPS) and Reserved Channel Scheme (RCS) in 
WiMAX scenario, in context of permanent channel allocation. These schemes were previously 
used for those cellular networks which had no need for permanent channel allocation in the cell. 
We have performed simulations on these schemes in MATLAB and have compared their results 
in terms of Blocking Probability (Pb), Probability of handover failure (Ph), Probability of forced 
termination (Pft) and Probability of not completed calls (Pnc). Here call represents any kind of job 
(Mobile or Fixed). 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 

This chapter provides a brief over view of the cellular technologies form 1st generation to 
the milestone 4th generation cellular technologies. Cellular communication has revolutionized 
communication technologies dramatically over the past few years. It has eliminated the 
distinction between work, home and travel by providing the efficient ways of communication in 
a user friendly manner. Cellular technologies are rapidly evolving throughout the world in terms 
of network coverage as well as number of users. Huge amount of research work is going around 
the world in this sector and lot of new developments regarding technology and services are 
replacing the existing ones. The basic operations performed by the different networks are similar 
to each other up to some extent and they face same challenges in terms of quality and coverage.  

Cellular technologies were termed as cellular networks because their coverage area is 
divided into cells [1]. The cell is small area which is serviced by the single transmitter and 
receiver often termed as cell site. The cell phones connected to this cell use this cell site to 
communicate with the other network. If we see the today’s statistical data we will find out that 
over 2 billion people are using this technology and 80% of the world population is under its 
coverage [2]. Traditionally this service was used for only voice communication but these days its 
features have been extended to data and video transferring as well. 

Cellular technologies are categorized in terms of generations. They started their journey 
from 1st Generation and now they have reached a milestone of 4th generation. Several 
technologies were introduced in these different categories of generations depending upon 
fulfilling the needs of the users in a proper manner and by doing so now the network coverage is 
almost everywhere in the world either it is a desert, sea or a hilly area. Figure 1.1 shows the 
evolution of Cellular technology towards 3rd Generation (3G). 

 

Figure 1.1: Evolution Towards 3G [3]. 
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1.1 Evolution in Cellular Technologies: 

Cellular technologies from their evolution point of view are divided into four generations, 
depending on which technology evolved first. It starts with 1st generation.  

1.1.1 1st Generation Technology (1G): 

1st Generation (1G) wireless technology evolved in mid 1980’s [2]. It is based on analog 
cellular systems. 1G made use of analogue signal transmission for communication purpose. This 
technology had support for only voice transmission and made use of Frequency Division 
Multiple Access (FDMA) for the distribution of frequency channels [3]. Different systems were 
developed for 1G technology in different regions of the world. Mainly popular systems are: 
Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS) used in USA, Nordic Mobile Telephone (NTM) used 
in Scandinavia, Total Access Communication System (TACS) used in Great Britain. Other 
countries like Germany, Italy and France etc. introduced their own 1G based systems [4]. Figure 
1.2 shows the frequency bands used in AMPS systems. 

 

Figure 1.2: AMPS Frequency Bands [6]. 

1.1.2 2nd Generation Technology (2G): 

 2nd Generation (2G) began to evolve in 1990’s [5]. This generation introduced digital 
transmission in wireless cellular networks for the 1st time. Digitized voice communication was its 
main target. Major systems developed for 2G are shown in Figure 1.3. 

 

Figure 1.3: Major Systems for 3G [6]. 
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Digital Advance Mobile Phone System (DAMPS): This is a digitized version of 
AMPS. DAMPS uses same frequency bands and channels as AMPS and is backward compatible 
to it. For frequency band distribution it uses FDMA and Time Division Multiple Access 
(TDMA) techniques. Its frequency reuse factor is 1/7 [6].  

Global System Mobile GSM: It is European standard built for the replacement of 1G 
technology. Multiple access techniques used for this system are also used for DAMPS (FDMA 
and TDMA). In GSM two bands are used for duplex communication [6]. GSM, when introduced, 
provided slow data rates. For enhancement of data rates in GSM, General Packet Radio Service 
(GPRS) and Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE) technologies were introduced. 

IS-95 Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA): This system uses CDMA/Direct-
Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) techniques for frequency band distribution [6]. It provides 
greater bandwidth efficiency as compared to GSM and TDMA [7]. CDMA spreads the provided 
signal over the available bandwidth and then it uses distinct digital codes for identification of 
each channel. This increases the number of channels using the available spectrum and bandwidth 
efficiency [7]. 

1.1.3 3rd Generation Technology (3G): 

 3rd Generation technology is also known as International Mobile Telecommunications-
2000 (IMT-2000). Almost 300 million users are currently using 3G technology all over the world 
[2]. 3G family introduced mainly Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS), 
CDMA-2000 and Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) technologies [8]. 
These both technologies have high data rates and are much more bandwidth efficient than GSM. 
From introduction of WiMAX, now it is possible to achieve high data rates in Broadband 
Wireless Access (BWA). By UMTS and WiMAX now it is possible to provide video 
conferencing and wireless broadband etc. 3G technology used in USA is CDMA-2000.   

1.1.4 4th Generation Technology (4G): 

 4th Generation is currently in underdevelopment stage, it is also known as IMT-Advanced 
[8]. It is expected that 4G technology will provide stable data rates of 100 Mbps for fast moving 
users and 1 Gbps for fixed users [9]. This technology will be more bandwidth efficient as 
compared to previous generations and will provide more stable and high data rates for BWA. 
Main technologies, expected to be 4G, are Long Term Evolution (LTE) Advanced and Ultra 
Mobile Broadband (UMB) [8].  

Figure 1.4 shows the evolution towards 4G in terms of increasing efficiency and data 
rates, starting from 2G [10]. It also provides information about the standard and technologies 
according to their respective generation.   
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Figure 1.4: Evolution Towards 4G [10]. 

1.2 Thesis Outline: 

Chapter 2: 

 In this chapter we have provided a detailed overview of WiMAX. It includes both types 
of WiMAX (Mobile and Fixed). Further more Physical and Medium Access Layers (MAC) of 
WiMAX are discussed in detail. Simulations on OFDMA scheme are provided in WiMAX for 
the Physical layer, showing that received signal is almost as the transmitted one by overcoming 
the effects of multipath fading and noise. 

Chapter 3: 

 This chapter includes the basic cellular concept with a detailed overview of the channel 
allocation in WiMAX. Main importance if this chapter is that it includes the main portion of our 
thesis work. It includes a detailed analysis of the Non Prioritized and Prioritized channel 
allocations schemes we have taken into account (NPS and RCS) in WiMAX scenario. As in 
WiMAX we need to provide permanent channels to the fixed users, so analysis according to 
permanent channel allocation is performed. 
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Chapter 4: 

 This chapter includes the simulation part of the analysis we have perform in chapter 3. 
Simulations are performed in MATLAB. Our simulations are for four kind of probabilities; 
Blocking Probability (Pb), Probability of handover failure (Ph), Probability of forced termination 
(Pft) and Probability of not completed calls (Pnc) for the channel allocation schemes we have 
taken into account (NPS and RCS) under WiMAX condition for permanent channel allocation. 
Results shown are between the mentioned probabilities and the number of busy channels. 
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CHAPTER 2: WIMAX; A DETAIL OVERVIEW  
 

2.1 Introduction: 

In today’s world broadband services demand is growing day by day. Previously high 
speed broadband access was provided by wired connection technologies e.g. Modem, Digital 
Subscriber Line (DSL) and Ethernet etc. To provide and maintain wired connections is easy 
when distance is shorter but in rural areas and remote areas it is almost impossible and is very 
expensive. So Broadband Wireless Access (BWA) is more efficient and cost effective as there is 
no wired connection to maintain or worry about. Now in high data rate BWA technologies 
Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) is the new emerging technology 
which provides high data rate and stable wireless communication along long and short distances. 
WiMAX name was created by a forum called “WiMAX forum” which was formed in 2001. This 
forum described WiMAX as last mile BWA replacing cable and DSL. This technology is based 
upon IEEE 802.16 (formed in 1998) Wireless Metropolitan Area Network (WMAN) family. This 
group revised itself in 2004 to IEEE 802.16-2004 which for the first time laid foundation to the 
WiMAX solutions, rest IEEE 802.16 standards will be discussed later on.   

 WiMAX uses three licensed spectrums 2.3GHz, 2.5GHz and 3.5GHz published by the 
WiMAX forum (depends on region in which it is to be implemented shown in Table 2.1). It can 
provide data rate up to 75Mbps over a cell radius of 75Km [11]. WiMAX also requires Base 
Stations (BS) for communication like other cellular technologies e.g. Universal Mobile 
Telecommunication System (UMTS). Communication can be Point-to-Point (PTP) or Point-to-
Multipoint (PMP) depending that whether the connection is between two or more base stations or 
is between a base station and subcarrier station, also known as Customer Premises Equipment 
(CPE), respectively. 

Table 2.1: WiMAX worldwide spectrum allocations [11]. 

Regions Spectrum Allocations (GHz) 

Europe 2.5, 3.5, 5.8 (Not available in most of the 
European countries)  

USA 2.3, 2.5, 5.8 

Central and South America 2.5, 3.5, 5.8 

Canada 2.3, 2.5, 3.5, 5.8 
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Middle East and America 2.5, 5.8 

Russia 2.5 (currently allocated to IMT 2000), 3.5, 
5.8 

Asia Pacific 2.3, 2.5, 3.3, 3.5, 5.8  

 

2.2 WiMAX Forum: 

 Why need to create such a forum? WiMAX can be configured in a hundreds of different 
ways as it is a versatile field. Companies buy equipment from different manufactures which may 
not be compatible and interoperable with each other which create issues for the service providers 
afterwards. Due to this reason to overcome this issue, manufacturers and service providers 
(Members of the WiMAX Forum) together made an organization, “WiMAX Forum” (Created 
June 2001), for deployment of WiMAX worldwide. Job of this forum is, by using IEEE 802.16 
standards, to assure and certify the compatibility and interoperability of the BWA products so 
that there won’t be any problems for the manufacturers and service providers later on while 
configuring WiMAX.  If equipment manufacturers want to obtain WiMAX Forum certification, 
they must meet specific capabilities and configurations defined by the Profiles developed by 
WiMAX Forum to avoid any compatibility issues. These profiles are used for interoperability 
testing, which use frequency bands of 2.5GHz, 3.5GHz and 5.8GHz as they are authorized by 
many government authorities [12].  

2.2.1 WiMAX Forum Working Groups: 

WiMAX Forum works as a structure; it has different working groups responsible of 
different duties. Following are the WiMAX working groups and a brief overview of their duties 
[13]. 

Application Working Group (AWG) 

This group defines applications over WiMAX, necessary to meet core competitive 
offerings and that are uniquely enhanced by WiMAX. 

Certification Working Group (CWG) 

Work of this group is to handle operational aspects of the WiMAX Forum certified 
program. 

Evolutionary Technical Working Group (ETWG) 

This group works to: 
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• Maintain existing OFDM profiles. 
• Develop technical specifications for the growth and evolution of Forum’s OFDM 

based networks. 
• Develop additional fixed OFDM profiles.  

Global Roaming Working Group (GRWG) 

This group guarantees the availability of global roaming service for WiMAX networks as 
demanded by the marketplace. 

Marketing Working Group (MWG) 

 Work of this group is to promote WiMAX Forum, its brands and standards (e.g. 
IEEE802.16 – 2004, IEEE802.16e etc.) 

Network Working Group (NWG) 

This group creates high level networking specifications for: 

• Fixed WiMAX  
• Nomadic WiMAX 
• Mobile WiMAX 

Regulatory Working Group (RWG) 

This group persuades worldwide regulatory agencies to promote WiMAX friendly and 
globally harmonized spectrum allocations. 

Service Provider Working Group (SPWG) 

 This group provides a platform for influencing BWA products and system requirements. 

Technical Working Group (TWG) 

This group provides technical product specifications and certification tests, which suits 
for the air interface, for the purpose of interoperability and compatibility issues. 

2.3 WiMAX network Characteristics: 

 WiMAX can support two types of services: 

• Point – to – Point (PTP) 
• Point – to – Multipoint (PMP) 
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2.3.1 Point-to-Point (PTP) 

 PTP service is mostly Line of Sight (LOS) based and frequency band for LOS is 
considered to be 10GHz – 66GHz. 

 

Figure 2.1: Point-to-Point (PTP). 

2.3.2 Point-to-Multipoint (PMP) 

 PMP service is mostly Non Line of Sight (NLOS) based and frequency band for NLOS is 
considered to be 2GHz – 11GHz. Bands specifically used within this frequency band by different 
countries are mentioned in Table 2.1 in the introduction of this Chapter. 

 

Figure 2.2: Point-to-Multipoint (PMP). 

2.4 WiMAX Standards (Types of WiMAX): 

WiMAX forum has introduced two main standard of WiMAX, also known as types of 
WiMAX, IEEE 802. 16 – 2004 (fixed) and IEEE 802.16e (mobile), which are amendments to the 
original IEEE 802.16 standard. Original IEEE 802.16 group (formed in 1998) focused on the 
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development of LOS based PMP wireless broadband systems, operational in frequency band of 
10GHz – 66GHz [17]. 

• IEEE 802.16 – 2004 (Fixed WiMAX) 
• IEEE 802.16e (Mobile WiMAX) 

These both standards come from the earlier WMAN standards, IEEE 802.16 and IEEE 
802.16a. 

2.4.1 IEEE 802.16 – 2004: 

 IEEE 802.16 – 2004, also known as IEEE 802.16d, is standard for fixed WiMAX. It is a 
replacement to the DSL cable technology as it provides data rates equivalent to the DSL 
broadband data. So problem for providing services in remote and rural areas is solved as this 
technology is wireless. Frequency band used by this standard is 2GHz – 11GHz, Orthogonal 
Frequency Division and Multiplexing (OFDM) is used in LOS and NLOS conditions. In LOS 
environment, for fixed WiMAX, connection of 72Mbps throughput can be set at a distance of 
50Km from the transmitter using 20Mbps channel [14]. 3.5GHz and 2.5GHz frequency bands are 
used for IEEE 802.16d by the WiMAX forum.  

 

Figure 2.3: Fixed WiMAX. 

2.4.2 IEEE 802.16e: 

 IEEE 802.16e, also known as IEEE 802.16 – 2005, is an amendment to IEEE 802.16d. It 
is a standard for mobile WiMAX as it provides solution for mobile applications and supports 
mobility (soft and hard handovers b/w Base Stations (BS)) and dynamic mobile channel 
allocation. For enhanced network performance Scalable Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple 
Access (SOFDMA) technique is used rather than OFDM, due to sub channelization and 
multicarrier modulation technique. Cell radius distances for IEEE 802.16e are typically between 
2Km and 4Km and it can provide data rates up to 15 Mbps [11]. 2.3GHz and 2.5GHz frequency 
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bands are supportive for IEEE 802.16e. However, WiMAX forum did not announced any 
frequency bands for it [16]. Its services are similar to 3G, but it has many advantages as high 
spectral efficiency, good support for NLOS environment, flexible and dynamic Quality of 
Service (QoS) etc. As compared to DSL it is mobile and offers voice/video streaming, TV 
Broadcasting, remote access via VPN to office LAN etc. 

 

Figure 2.4: Mobile WiMAX [15]. 

Some basic data on above WiMAX standards is given in the Table 2.2 

Table 2.2 Basic data on WiMAX standards [17]. 

 IEEE 802.16 IEEE 802.16-2004  IEEE 802.16e 

Status Completed Dec 
2001 

Completed Jun 
2004 

Completed Dec 
2005 

Frequency Band 
(GHz) 10 – 66  2 – 11  2 – 11 Fixed 

2 – 6 Mobile 

Application Fixed LOS Fixed LOS and 
NLOS 

Fixed & Mobile 
LOS &NLOS 

WiMAX 
Implementation None OFDM fixed 

WiMAX 
SOFDMA mobile 

WiMAX 

Mobility Fixed Fixed Mobile 

 

2.4.3 Fixed and Mobile WiMAX Access Types 

There are different accesses offered by fixed and mobile WiMAX, as given below in 
table 2.3. 
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Table 2.3: Access Types for Fixed and Mobile WiMAX [16]. 

Definition Devices Locality Speed Handoff Fixed Mobile 

Fixed 
Access 

Indoor & 
Outdoor 
CPE’s 

Single Immobile No Yes Yes 

Nomadic 
Access 

PCMCIA 
Cards & 
Indoor 
CPE’s 

Multiple Immobile No Yes Yes 

Portability Mini Cards 
& Laptops Multiple Walking 

Speed Hard No Yes 

Simple 
Mobility 

Smart 
phones & 
Laptops 

Multiple 
Vehicular 

Low 
Speed 

Hard No Yes 

Full 
Mobility 

Smart 
phones & 

Laptop 
Multiple 

Vehicular  
High 
Speed 

Soft No Yes 

 

2.4.4 Other WiMAX Standards: 

IEEE 802.16f: 

 This group was formed in September 2005 which provides Management Information 
Base (MIB) for the fixed BWA networks (IEEE 802.16-2004). It provides a network 
management architecture which consists of Network Management System (NMS) and managed 
nodes. This standard has optional support for Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) 
version 3 and provides support for SNMPv2, which is backward compatible with SNMPv1 [21]. 

IEEE 802.16i: 

 IEEE 802.16i, formed in December 2005, supersedes the IEEE 802.16f amendment by 
providing network management support for the mobile networks as well. It provides mobility 
support for MIB defined by network management group of IEEE 802.16 [21].  

IEEE 802.16g: 

 IEEE 802.16g, also known as IEEE NetMan 2005a, provides amendments to the IEEE 
802.16-2004 and IEEE 802.16e for providing interoperability and competent management of the 
network resources such as e.g. mobility, spectrum etc. It deals with both Physical and MAC layer 
network management of IEEE 802.16 [21]. 
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IEEE 802.16k: 

 This group was created in 2006 march and provides bridging support for MAC 
enhancement in IEEE 802.16 standard. IEEE 802.16k standard provides amendments and 
procedures to IEEE 802.16-2004 for bridging functionality support [21]. 

IEEE 802.16h: 

 This standard also provides enhancements for MAC of IEEE 802.16. It provides 
coexistence for the licensed exempted devices of IEEE 802.16-2004. It defines a coexistence 
protocol for mostly (Internet Protocol) IP level communication between BS to BS [21]. 

IEEE 802.16j: 

 IEEE 802.16j, also known as IEEE Relay Task Group, was formed in 2005. Task of this 
group is to improve coverage and throughput of the WiMAX network. It enables relay node 
operations over the licensed band of WiMAX and deals with three relay types as follows [21]: 

• Fixed Relay. 
• Nomadic Relay. 
• Mobile Relay. 

2.5 WiMAX Protocol Layers: 

The general IEEE 802.16 standard for BWA is applicable to the general Open Systems 
Interconnection (OSI) reference model. 

Table 2.4: OSI Reference Model. 

No. Layers 

1 Application 

2 Presentation 

3 Session 

4 Transport 

5 Network 

6 Data Link 

7 Physical 
 

OSI is a seven layer model which divides network architecture into seven layers. Most 
upper is the Application layer and the lowest is the Physical layer. Each layer in this model 
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receives services from its lower layer and provides services to the upper layer. As we move 
upwards in this OSI reference model, hardware implementation reduces and software 
implementation increases or in easy words we can say that lower layers deal with hardware side 
of the network and upper layers deal with software side of the network. 

The IEEE 802.16 standard deals with the lower two layers of the OSI reference model 
Physical (Layer1) and Data Link (Layer 2). The IEEE 802 divides the data link layer into two 
further sub layers Link Logic Control (LLC) and the Media Access Control (MAC) layer, as 
LLC is mainly applicable to IEEE 802.2 standard so IEEE 802.16 standard deals only with the 
Physical layer and MAC layer [18]. Physical layer creates only physical connection between the 
communicating devices (mainly peers) and MAC layer is responsible for the connection 
establishment and its maintenance. The protocol architecture for WiMAX IEEE 802.16 is defines 
in figure 2.5. 

 

Figure 2.5: Protocol Layers Architecture WiMAX/IEEE 802.16 [18]. 

A brief mechanism that how this architecture works is; a layer X of the communicating 
device in the network is addressed an X Protocol Data Unit (XPDU) from a corresponding Layer 
X. Now XPDU received is in form of Layer X-1 Service Data Unit (X-1 SDU) from the 
considered equipment’s Layer X-1. E.g. when equipment receives a MAC Protocol Data Unit 
(MPDU) from MAC Layer of the corresponding equipment, this MPDU is received by the 
Physical Layer in form of Physical Service Data Unit (PSDU) [18]. 

2.5.1 WiMAX MAC Layer: 

MAC Layer is divided in to further three sub layers; 

• Convergence Sub layer (CS) 
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• Common Part Sub layer (CPS) 
• Security Sub layer (SS) 

MAC Convergence Sub layer (CS): 

Convergence Sub layer is above MAC CPS, shown in Figure 2.5. MAC CPS provides 
services to this sub layer through the MAC Service Access Point (MAC SAP). Functions 
performed by CS are as follows [18]: 

• In CS, PDUs are accepted from higher layers in form of Higher-Layer PDUs. CS 
specifications in IEEE 802.16 – 2004 standard are provided for two types of higher 
layers: 

o Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) CS. 
o Packet CS. 

Higher layer protocols for Packet CS might be Internet Protocol Version 4 (IPv4) or 
Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6). It is used for transporting all Packet-Based 
protocols such as Internet Protocols (IP), IPv4, IPv6 and Point – to – Protocol etc. 

• MSDUs are classified and mapped into proper Connection Identifiers (CIDs), which 
is main functionality of IEEE 802.16 BWA for QoS management mechanism. 

• Higher-Layer PDUs are processed, if required, on the basis of their classification. 
• CS PDUs are delivered to the proper MAC SAP and CS PDUs are received from the 

communicating device. 

Optional Payload Header Suppression (PHS) is among one of the other functions of CS, 
it is the process in which; repetitive parts of payload header are suppressed at the sender and are 
restored at the receiver [18], its implementation is optional. 

CS Connections and Service Flow: 

Data received by CS SAP form external network is mapped through CS into MAC SDUs 
which are received by MAC CPS through MAC SAP. Mapping includes classification of SDUs 
from external network and to associate them with appropriate MAC Service Flow Identifiers 
(SFID) and CID. Mapping and classification is based on two main concepts of IEEE802.16 
MAC Layer [18]: 

• Connection 
• Service Flow 

Connection: It is a unidirectional connection, Identified by a 16-Bit CID, for mapping between 
Subscriber Station (SS) and Base Station (BS) MAC Peers, for transportation of traffic of a 
Service Flow (SF). A single service can flow over one MAC connection e.g. voice and e mail 
cannot flow over a same MAC connection [18]. 
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Service Flow (SF): It is a MAC transport service, Identified by 32 bit SFID, which defines QoS 
parameters for PDUs exchanged on connection. A unidirectional flow of packets is provided by 
this service over uplink or downlink [18]. 

CS Classification and Mapping: 

 Both downlink and uplink consist of mapping and classification, classifier is present in 
SS in uplink and is present in BS in case of downlink. Classification is the process for mapping 
MAC SDUs on a particular connection, creating an association with the SF characteristic of that 
connection, so that communication between the communicating devices (mainly peers) could be 
made possible. Main advantage of this process is that MAC SDUs are provided with proper QoS 
constraints by the IEEE802.16 BWA. 

 

Figure 2.6: Mapping & Classification (From IEEE802.16 – 2004) [18]. 

 Figure 2.6 shows the classification mechanism in which classifier plays an important role. 
Whenever a packet enters a WiMAX network, a set of matching criteria is applied to it, this set 
of matching criteria is known as a classifier. A packet is delivered to the SAP if specified packet 
criteria, defined by the classifier, are completely met. CID defines the packet delivery 
connection. Packets QoS is provided by SF characteristics of that specific connection. This 
mechanism (see Figure 2.6) is same for both SS to BS and BS to SS [18]. 

CS Payload Header Suppression (PHS): 

 Implementation of PHS is optional. In IEEE802.16, repetitive parts of payload header in 
Higher-Layer MAC SDU are suppressed at the sender and are restored at the receiver. Header 
suppression at sending and receiving entity are shown in Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8 respectively. 
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Figure 2.7: Suppression at Sending Entity [18]. 

In Figure 2.7 (sending entity) repetitive parts of the payload header are compressed during 
suppression. 

 

Figure 2.8: Suppression at Receiving Entity [18]. 

In Figure 2.8 (receiving entity) compressed payload header is restored before the received packet 
is used properly. 
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MAC Common Part Sub layer (CPS): 

 MAC CPS represents MAC protocol’s core and lies in the middle of MAC Layer. It 
receives data from various CSs from particular MAC connections, through MAC SAP. It is 
responsible for [18]: 

• Allocation of Bandwidth (it is allocated by BS to SS, based on per connection request 
from SS), 

• Establishment of connection (Between SS and BS). 
• Connection maintenance between two sides (SS and BS). 

Many procedures are included in MAC CPS which includes multiple access techniques 
(mainly Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)), bandwidth allocation, radio resource 
management and QoS management etc. [18]. 

MAC Security Sub layer: 

  This sub layer is very important as it deals with security of the network. Wireless 
systems use an open radio channel, so in order to protect traffic over the network, security 
measures must be take to avoid threats such as service theft. For this purpose MAC has a 
separate security Sub layer which deals with following across the whole BWA system [18]: 

• Authentication 
• Secure Key Exchange 
• Data encryption and integrity control access 

Main entities of network security are encryption and authentication of the data. There are 
two types of data encryption protocols used in IEEE802.16, to encrypt connections between SS 
and BS, and vice versa, a data encryption protocol is used and to encrypt data packets for BWA, 
an encapsulation protocol is used. These protocols provide authentication algorithms for secure 
authentication of the network. For secure distribution of keying data from BS to SS, an 
authentication protocol named as Privacy Key Management (PKM) protocol, re entitled as 
PKMv1, is used [18]. In IEEE802.16e amendment a new protocol, named PKMv2, is defined for 
this purpose, with some additional features such as: 

• New encryption algorithms 
• Mutual and Shared authentication between BS and SS 
• Handover support 
• New integrity control algorithm support etc. 

Why need to redefine Security Sub layer in IEEE802.16e amendment? Need was because 
IEEE802.16 – 2004 standard had security flaws like authentication of BS and second main big 
factor is mobility support in IEEE802.16e, as IEEE802.16 – 2004 standard is for Fixed WiMAX, 
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so security requirements for mobile WiMAX are different than fixed WiMAX. As discussed 
before, MAC Security Sub layer of IEEE802.16 has two main protocols [18]: 

• Data Encapsulation Protocol: aim of this protocol is to provide data encryption and 
algorithms for authentication of BWA network and to defines rules for 
implementation of these algorithms 

• Key Management Protocol (PKM): aim of this protocol is to ensure safe 
distribution of keying data, from BS to SS, maintaining high security measures. 
Synchronization of keying data, between BSs and SSs, is done through this protocol. 

MAC Security Sub layer Encryption Algorithms: 

 There are many encryption algorithms in IEEE802.16 standard which are used for key 
exchange ciphering and for encryption of data transformation; main algorithms included in 
IEEE802.16 standard are [18]: 

• Rivest Shamir Adleman (RSA) Algorithm: a public key algorithm mainly used for 
encryption of authorization reply message and may be used for traffic key encryption 
from BS to SS. 

• Data Encryption Standard (DES) Algorithm: mainly used for traffic data encryption. 
• Advance Encryption Standard (AES) Algorithm: it is optional algorithm and may be 

used for traffic data encryption. 
• Hashed Message Authentication Code (HMAC) Algorithm: mainly used for integrity 

control. 
• Cipher Based Message Authentication Code (CMAC) Algorithm: mainly used for 

message encryption. 

Authentication and Key Management Protocol (PKM): 

 In IEEE 802.16 MAC Security Sub layer BS (server) controls the distribution of keying 
data to SS (client) by making use of an authenticated client/server key management protocol. 
Security of this data distribution is ensured by PKM protocol. A secret connection is established 
between BS and SS through PKM protocol by use of a public key cryptography. SS (client) is 
authorized by BS (server), using of a Digital – Certificate – SS Authorization, during the initial 
authorization process. PKM is also used for re authentication and key refresh purpose by SS 
(client). In this process if SS (client) specifies that it does not supports IEEE802.16 standard then 
key exchange and authorization processes are not performed and BS recognizes SS as authorized 
[18]. 

Difference between PKMv1 and PKMv2: 

PKM protocol, after release of PKMv2 protocol, is now known as PKMv1 protocol. 
PKMv2 is same as PKMv1 but with some additional features, discussed before in this chapter. 
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PKMv2 protocol is for mobile WiMAX (IEEE802.16e Standard). There difference is given in 
Table 2.5. 

Table 2.5: Difference B/W PKMv1 and PKMv2 [18]. 

Main Features PKMv1 PKMv2 

Authentication One way authentication (RSA 
Based: BS to SS Mutual Authentication 

Association of 
Security 

(Unicast) Associated with three 
types of security: Primary, Static 
and Dynamic. 

(Unicast) associated with Group 
security and Multimedia Broadcast 
Service (MBS) Security and the three 
same types as PKMv1.  

Encryption of 
Key 

Three encryption algorithms are 
used: DES, AES, RSA 

AES with Key wrap (new encryption 
method) 

Encryption of 
Data 

Two algorithms: DES in Cipher 
Block Channing (CBC) mode and 
AES in Counter with CBC-MAC 
(CCM) mode 

Same algorithms additions: AES with 
Counter (CTR) mode and AES with 
CBC mode 

Other 
Additions  

Addition of management of security 
for: MBS and Broadcast Traffic. 
Addition of pre authentication 
procedure in Handover (HO) case. 

 

2.6 WiMAX Topologies: 

 Current WiMAX standard supports two types of topologies: 

• Point – to – Multipoint (PMP) Topology. 
• Mesh (PMP) Topology. 

2.6.1 Point – to – Multipoint Topology: 

 In PMP topology communication is only between BS and SS and vice versa, no SS to SS 
communication is possible in this network. All SS are restricted to communicate with BS. BS is 
center of the network, so it is a centralized topology, as shown in the Figure 2.9. There is only 
one node (BS) which is the central node of the network; there are no other nodes in this 
topology. First WiMAX networks, likely to be implemented, are with PMP topology. Mesh 
networks, although they are supported by WiMAX, are to be implemented in future yet it’s not 
part of WiMAX implementation. 
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Figure 2.9: WiMAX PTP Topology. 

2.6.2 Mesh Topology: 

 WiMAX mesh topology is also known as mesh mode network. In mesh mode network 
traffic can be routed, unlike PMP topology, between BS to SS (vice versa) and SS to SS, as 
shown in Figure 2.10. Mesh mode is not a centralized topology as there is no central node. Each 
element (SS and BS) in mesh topology is considered as a node e.g. an SS in mesh topology is a 
node. Main advantage of mesh topology is that any element (BS or SS) can start communication 
with any other element, so no element is restricted to communicate with BS only. So in this way 
range of BS in mesh topology is more than in PMP, as it can communicate with the SSs that are 
at a distance (within the hop range) and are not directly connected to it. Mesh topology is not 
part of WiMAX implementation yet but it is likely to be implemented in future, as IEEE802.16 – 
2004 and IEEE802.16e have an optional support for mesh topology [18] [19]. 

 

Figure 2.10:  WiMAX Mesh Topology; Red lines (BS – SS), Blue lines (SS – SS). 
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 WiMAX mesh topology supports two scheduling methods: 

• Centralized Scheduling. 
• Distributed Scheduling. 

Centralized Scheduling: Mesh BS performs following three functions using centralized 
scheduling [20]: 

• Gathering resource requests from all the mesh SSs in provided hop range. 
• Determining amount of granted resources to each uplink and downlink in the 

network. 
• Then communicating these resources to all the mesh SSs in provided hop range. 

Distributed Scheduling: All nodes, including the mesh BS, in distributed scheduling perform 
following three functions [20]: 

• Coordinating transmissions in their two-hop area. 
• Broadcasting their all available resources and requests to all the neighbors. 
• Making sure that no collisions take place, due to transmissions, with the other nodes 

in the two-hop area. 

2.7 WiMAX Physical Layer: 

 WiMAX physical layer deals with the IEEE 802.16 – 2004 (IEEE 802.16d for fixed 
WiMAX) and IEEE 802.16e (for mobile WiMAX). Early IEEE 802.16 standard deals with 
frequency band from 10 – 66 GHz but with amendments of IEEE 802.16d and IEEE 802.16e 
frequency band for these two was revised as 2 – 11 GHz range. Physical layer of WiMAX uses 
Orthogonal Frequency Division and Multiple Access (OFDMA) for transmission as it has 
support for both fixed and mobile WiMAX. OFDMA technique is used for high data rate 
wireless communication over a multipath channel (Rayleigh fading, noise etc), in NLOS 
environment. This technique also provides support for Multiple Input and Multiple Output 
(MIMO) antennas to be used in WiMAX.  

 Main difference between fixed and mobile WiMAX related to physical layer is that IEEE 
802.16d (Fixed WiMAX) used OFDM for transmission while IEEE 802.16e (Mobile WiMAX) 
uses OFDMA for transmission. OFDMA introduced the concept of subchannelization and its 
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) size, unlike OFDM (256 bits), is variable (varies from 128 to 2048 
bits) [17]. 

2.7.1 OFDMA Subchannelization: 

 Using the concept of sub channelization we can reduce the power loss of the signal 
during transmission. OFDMA provides sub channels to the OFDM sub carriers, by doing so the 
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power of the transmitted signal is concentrated in the fewer subcarriers hence increasing the 
gain. So when signal penetrates a building or some other obstacle, in its way, power loss is less 
as compared to simple OFDM transmission [22]. Second main advantage is that as each 
subcarrier has its own sub channel so problem of high data rates is also solved. 

2.7.2 Concept of OFDMA with Simulation: 

 Using the concept of OFDMA in WiMAX solves the problem of NLOS communication. 
As in NLOS conditions in wireless channel we have Rayleigh fading due to which multiple 
copies of the signal are received at the receiver end. These copies of the transmitted signal reach 
the receiver with time delay, after passing through phenomenon like scattering, diffraction, 
refraction and reflection. When these multiple copies are added to give an output signal, Inter 
Symbol Interference (ISI) occurs hence producing a high amount of Bit Error Rate (BER) as 
well. Due to this whole phenomenon it was not possible to achieve high data rates in wireless 
communication. Thanks to OFDMA that now problem of achieving high data rates in NLOS 
wireless communication is possible and this is also one of the reasons which makes WiMAX so 
popular. 

 OFDMA uses the concept of orthogonality to overcome ISI in the transmission medium 
(wireless channel). It uses OFDM Symbols for transmission purpose as shown in Figure 2.11. 

 

Figure 2.11: OFDMA Symbols [22]. 

Figure 2.11 shows and example of OFDMA transmitted symbols, each having a separate 
subcarrier, orthogonal to each other, so that they do not interfere while passing through a NLOS 
wireless channel. These symbols are transmitted in sub channels which are also orthogonal to 
each other to avoid ISI in multipath channel. This all is explained with the help of simulations in 
MATLAB further in this topic. 
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OFDMA in WiMAX uses various modulation schemes for uplink and downlink, shown 
in Table 2.6. 

Table 2.6: WiMAX Supported Modulation Schemes [23]. 

 Uplink Downlink 

Modulation Schemes 

Quadrature Phase Shift Keying 
(QPSK), 16 – Quadrature 

Amplitude Modulation (QAM), 
Binary Phase Shift Keying 

(BPSK), 64 – QAM (Optional)  

QPSK, 16-QAM,64-QAM, 
BPSK (Optional) 

 

 In WiMAX physical layer, data rates (Uplink and Downlink) and modes (OFDM and 
OFDMA) for different bandwidths related to modulation schemes (mentioned in Table 2.6) are 
shown in Table 2.7. 

Table 2.7: WiMAX data rates related to Bandwidth and Modulations Schemes [23]. 

 
Channel Bandwidth (MHz) 

3.5 1.25 5 10 

Sampling 8/7 28/25 28/25 28/25 

Physical 
Layer Mode 256 OFDM 128 OFDMA 512 OFDMA 1024 OFDMA 

Modulation 
Schemes Physical Layer Data Rates (Kbps); related to Bandwidths above. 

 DL UL DL UL DL UL DL UL 

BPSK 946 326 N/A 

QPSK 1882, 
2882 

653, 
979 

504, 
756 

154, 
230 

2520, 
3780 

653, 
979 

5040, 
7560 

1344, 
2016 

16-QAM 3763, 
5645 

1306, 
1958 

1008, 
1512 

307, 
461 

5040, 
7560 

1306, 
1958 

10080, 
15120 

2688, 
4032 

64-QAM 

5645, 
7526, 
8467, 
9408 

1958, 
2611, 
2938, 
3264 

1512, 
2016, 
2268, 
2520 

461, 
614, 
691, 
768 

7560, 
10080, 
11340, 
12600 

1958, 
2611, 
2938, 
3264 

15120, 
20160, 
22680, 
25200 

4032, 
5376, 
6048, 
6720 
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OFDMA Simulations:  

 We have performed simulations on above explained phenomenon of OFDMA in 
MATLAB, which show the subcarrier and sub channelization concept in OFDMA transmission 
over a multipath wireless channel (Rayleigh Fading) shown in Figure 2.12. We have taken two 
modulation schemes, 16-QAM and QPSK, into account for the simulation purpose. 

 

Figure 2.12: Rayleigh Fading Characteristics (Multipath Transmission). 

Simulations model is shown in Figure 2.13. 

 

Figure 2.13: Simulation Block Diagram (Transmitter and Receiver). 
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Transmitter: 

• Input data stream. 
• Serial – to – Parallel Conversion. 
• Mapping (16-QAM or QPSK). 
• Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT). 
• Parallel – to – Serial Conversion. 

Channel: 

• Rayleigh Fading and Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). 

Receiver: 

• Parallel – to – Serial Conversion. 
• Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). 
• De mapping (16-QAM or QPSK). 
• Serial – to – Parallel Conversion. 
• Output Data Stream. 

Explanation: 

Input Data Stream: 

 

Figure 2.14: Number of Bits (Input data stream). 
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Simulation result in Figure 2.14 shows that we have provided a 24 bit input data stream 
to the OFDMA model shown in Figure 2.1. These bits are to be uploaded on six subcarriers.  

Serial – to – Parallel Conversion: 

 Serial to parallel part converts the input data into six serial data streams so that they could 
be mapped and could be modulated on six sub channels. 

Mapping: 

 Here, after serial to parallel conversion, six parallel data streams are mapped and 
modulated with either 16-QAM or QPSK depending on their SNR value. If value of SNR is less 
than 15 dB our system will chose QPSK modulation scheme and if SNR is from 15 dB to 30 dB 
our system will use 16-QAM modulation scheme. For showing both results, 16-QAM and 
QPSK, we have taken into account both SNR cases: 

 

Figure 2.15 (a): QPSK modulated data with six subcarriers. 

 Simulation results in Figure 2.15 (a) show the QPSK modulation of six parallel data 
streams, each is now provided with a separate subcarrier. Here SNR value of all the six signals is 
less than 15 dB, so QPSK modulation is used.  
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Figure 2.15 (b): 16-QAM Modulated data with six subcarriers. 

Simulation results in Figure 2.15 (b) show the 16-QAM modulation of six parallel data 
streams, each is now provided with a separate subcarrier. Here SNR value of all the six signals is 
between 15 dB to 30 dB, so 16-QAM modulation is used. 

Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT): 

 This part is very important in OFDMA transmission, as here the concept of orthogonality 
comes in to account. Each of these six modulated signals (16-QAM or QPSK) with separate sub 
carrier is provided with frequency components that are orthogonal to each other. This makes sure 
that all transmitted sub signals do not interfere with each other during transmission in time 
domain. IFFT of all the modulated signals after parallel to serial conversion is shown in Figure 
2.16 (a) (QPSK) and 2.16 (b) (16-QAM). 

Parallel – To – Serial Conversion: 

 This part of the OFDMA system provides again a serial stream of the data. Here all the 
sub streams are now provided with separate sub carriers that are orthogonal to each other. This 
makes sure that these sub streams do not interfere. For transmission purpose, data on all 
orthogonal sub carriers should be combined in serial form. 
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Figure 2.16 (a): Parallel to Serial converted QPSK signal after IFFT. 

Simulation result in Figure 2.16 (a) show parallel to serial converted QPSK modulated 
signal after IFFT, with orthogonal subcarriers included, which is now ready to be transmitted.  

 

Figure 2.16 (b): Parallel to Serial converted 16-QAM signal after IFFT. 
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Simulation result in Figure 2.16 (b) show parallel to serial converted 16-QAM modulated 
signal after IFFT, with orthogonal subcarriers included, which is now ready to be transmitted.  

Channel: 

 Here concept of subchannelization comes into account. The overall channel (spread 
spectrum) is divided into sub channels. Data on separate sub carriers is allocated a separate sub 
channel, hence reducing the chances of interference almost to zero percent. This 
subchannelization concept makes OFDMA more popular from OFDM, which was previously 
used for fixed WiMAX. 

Overall channel, which we have taken into account, includes; Rayleigh fading and 
AWGN. Rayleigh fading includes reflection, refraction, diffraction and scattering of the signal 
over a multipath (NLOS) environment. These phenomenon weaken the strength of the signal due 
to ISI created at the receiver end. 

 

Figure 2.17 (a): QPSK transmitted signal in channel with distortion. 

Simulation result in figure 2.17 (a) shows the IFFT QPSK signal now transmitted into the 
channel. It can be seen clearly in this simulation result that there is too much distortion in the 
signal; this is because of the nose added to the signal due to the channel we have considered.  

Similarly it can be seen in Figure 2.17 (b) that IFFT QAM signal has also suffered from 
distortion while passing through the channel. Reason for this is also same, as we have considered 
noise in the channel.  
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Figure 2.17 (b): 16-QAM transmitted signal in channel with distortion. 

Serial – To – Parallel Conversion: 

 Now at receiver serial stream (QPSK or 16-QAM) is converted back to parallel. This is 
done so that FFT of each sub carrier can be taken to convert them back to frequency domain. 

Fast Fourier Transform FFT: 

 

Figure 2.18: FFT of QPSK and 16-QAM signal. 
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 Simulation results in Figure 2.18 show FFT of the QPSK and 16-QAM single parallel 
data stream. Now all the parallel streams are ready for their De Mapping. 

De Mapping: 

 No here de mapping (demodulation) of the signal (16-QAM and QPSK) is done and 
subcarriers are removed from the parallel streams to recover the original data streams that were 
transmitted. 

Output Data Streams: 

 After de mapping output data that were transmitted are recovered which are free of ISI 
and noise, thanks to OFDMA. 

 

Figure 2.19 (a): 16-QAM received signal using OFDMA. 

 Simulation result in Figure 2.19 (a) shows the 16-QAM recovered data stream, using 
OFDMA, at the receiver which is same as the original data stream being transmitted. 
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Figure 2.19 (b): QPSK received signal using OFDMA. 

Simulation result in Figure 2.19 (b) show the QPSK recovered data stream at the receiver, 
using OFDMA, which is same as the original data stream being transmitted. 

Form these simulation results we conclude that OFDMA is best multiple access technique 
for removal of BER and ISI. It provides high data rates for digital wireless communication. 
These are one of the main reasons that it is being used in WiMAX Physical layer for 
transmission purpose, as it provides support for subchannelization, thus providing a high power 
output signal at the receiver. 

2.8 WiMAX Multi – Antenna Technologies: 

 Use of multi – antenna technologies in WiMAX makes it possible to achieve high spatial 
efficiency and high data rates. In previous topic of this chapter, we have described the use of 
multicarrier frequency and subchannelization. Using these, spatial multiplexing in multi – 
antenna technology can be achieved (to carry unique data streams through parallel multiple sub 
channels). OFDM/OFDMA support for this technology makes it possible to provide, more 
coverage area and system capacity. Another main advantage of this technology is that required 
transmit power can be minimized, while keeping the data rates high. Following are two main 
types of multi – antenna technology: 
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• Adaptive Antenna System (AAS). 
• Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) Antenna System. 

2.8.1 Adaptive Antenna System (AAS): 

 AAS implementation in WiMAX is optional as it is not included in WiMAX certification. 
But vendors, due to its mobility support, coverage and high performance, make use of the AAS 
capabilities in their WiMAX products [24]. AAS uses beam steering for improvement of the 
radiation pattern, hence providing high strength signal at the receiver. When it is implemented in 
form of multiple antenna system in BS, as shown in Figure 2.20, it can support multiple BS with 
high throughput. AAS minimizes the effects of interference between SSs by providing additional 
Radio Frequency (RF) gain. 

 

Figure 2.10: AAS Multiple Antennas in WiMAX [24]. 

2.8.2 MIMO Antenna System: 

 MIMO antenna system is most suitable for multipath environment in WiMAX due to its 
support for OFDM/OFDMA. In this system we have multiple antennas both at transmitter and 
receiver. This increases the throughput of the radio link. MIMO uses spatial multiplexing, which 
makes use of data streams to be transmitted over sub channels, thus decreasing the interference 
between the SSs. WiMAX systems can be further boosted by use of MIMO and AAS together 
[25]. Example of WiMAX MIMO antenna system is shown in Figure 2.21. 

 

Figure 2.21: MIMO 2x2 antenna system [25]. 
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2.9 WiMAX Network Architecture: 

Figure 2.22 shows an example of generic WiMAX network architecture provided by 
Motorola [26]. It should be kept in mind that depending on the configuration and flexibility in 
WiMAX network architecture may take different shapes, while providing high data rates to the 
subscribers. The network makes sure the interoperability between the components and operator 
to avoid compatibility issues. It is divided logically into three parts; MS/CPE, Access Service 
Network (ASN) and Connectivity Service Network (CSN). 

 

Figure 2.22: Example: WiMAX Generic Network Architecture [26]. 
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CHAPTER 3: CHANNEL ALLOCATION 
 

3.1 Introduction: 

This chapter gives a brief over view of emergence of the cellular concept, the concept of 
channel allocation in wireless communication network and provides a detail over view of the 
channel allocation schemes that we are using for WiMAX network. To develop understanding 
with the concept of channel allocation we first need to understand the emergence of the cellular 
network and the handover concept between cells. Channel allocation schemes are used inside a 
cell of a cellular network, so we need to understand; why need to create cells inside a wireless 
communication network? 

3.2 The Cellular Concept: 

 A general wireless network is provided with a bandwidth which is also known as the 
spread spectrum. This spectrum is limited and has to cover all the users present in the specific 
network. In wired communication, due to isolation, there are very less chances of interference. 
Unlike this situation, in mobile wireless communication two mobile users in a very close 
proximity may result in large interference to one another. To overcome this situation, cellular 
concept in mobile communication was introduced for the very first time by AT & T Bell Labs 
around 1968 [27]. This concept is to divide the available geographical area into cells also called 
as polygons (mainly Hexagons). Each cell consists of a BS which serves for the users present 
inside that cell, shown in Figure 3.1.  

 

Figure 3.1: Cellular Wireless Network Concept. 

In wireless network the total available spectrum (Bandwidth) is divided into sub 
spectrums (channels also know as frequencies). Then each cell is allocated with these sub 
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spectrums. Mobile users present in the networks use the spectrum of the cell in which they are 
present. Channels are allocated in such a way that they overcome the effect of Co-Channel 
Interference (CCI), which is caused due the interference of adjacent cell channels in the 
networks. CCI occurs if the adjacent cells are allocated with same channel, here the concept of 
frequency reuse (channel reuse) comes into account. 

3.2.1 Frequency Reuse: 

 As the spectrum allocated to a mobile wireless network is limited so we have limited 
number of channels (frequencies). If we have a large number of cells in a network and limited 
number of frequencies, we need to reuse these frequencies in different cells. Frequency reuse is 
the concept of reusing frequencies in the cells in a way that the effect of CCI is reduced in the 
network. This is achieved by allocating different channels (frequencies) to the adjacent cells. In 
this way channel allocated to one cell will not interfere with the channel allocated to its adjacent 
cell. Figure 3.2 gives an example of frequency reuse. In this figure channels are denoted by 
alphabets A, B, C, D, E, F and G, we see that none of the two adjacent cells consist of same 
channel. Frequency reuse in a cellular network is not done randomly, for this purpose we need to 
define reuse distance. 

 

Figure 3.2: Example: Frequency Reuse Pattern, where A, B, C, D, E, F and G are channels [28]. 

Reuse Distance: 

 It is the distance at which a channel is reused in the cellular network keeping the CCI at it 
minimum level. It can be defined as the ratio of distance ‘D’ between the centers of co-channel 
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cells to the cell radius ‘R’ of the network and is denoted by Q, shown in equation (3.1). It also 
depends upon the cluster size ‘N’ of the network. Cluster is a group of cells with no channels 
identical as sown in Figure 3.2. It can be calculated by equation (3.2) [28]. Example for 
calculating ‘N’ is given in Figure 3.3. 

     𝑄𝑄 = 𝐷𝐷/𝑅𝑅 = √3𝑁𝑁     (3.1) 

     𝑁𝑁 = 𝑖𝑖2 +  𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 +  𝑖𝑖2     (3.2) 

To find out the nearest neighboring cell where a channel can be reused following steps are to be 
followed [28]: 

• Move i cells from any hexagon in the network. 
• Move j cells from that location after having a 60 degrees counter clockwise turn. 

 

Figure 3.3: Example: Cluster size ‘N’, where i = 2 and j = 1 so N = 7. 

3.2.2 Cell Types: 

 When traffic of a cell increases it gets overloaded which severely affects the QoS of the 
network. To overcome such a problem a single cell is divided into further small cells, according 
to cell size, traffic and other parameters like antenna power etc. following are some important 
cell types [29]: 
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1. Macro Cells. 
2. Micro Cells. 
3. Nano Cells. 
4. Pico Cells. 
5. Umbrella Cells. 
6. Selective Cells. 

 

Figure 3.4: Example: Showing Macro, Micro and Pico cells in one environment [30]. 

Macro Cells:  

 These are most common type of cells which provide coverage to the largest area (more 
than 10 Km) [29]. These types of cells are mostly used in rural areas, where we have usually 
minimum amount of traffic. Their BS is usually mounted on a high location e.g. a hill top or a 
roof top. Figure 3.4 shows the macro cell providing coverage to a large area as compared to 
micro and pico cells. 

Micro Cells: 

 Micro cells provide less coverage area as compared to macro cells. These cells a more 
often used in urban areas, where we have dense traffic environment and mostly slow moving 
subscribers shown in Figure 3.4. In these cells BS is likely required to be placed on some 
building roof top about 10 to 20 meters high [29]. Figure 3.4 shows an example of micro cells 
covering selected outdoor areas. 

Nano Cells: 

 In more dense populated areas micro cells are replaced with nano cells. These cells 
provide less coverage than micro cells but are affective in dense traffic. BS in nano cells is 
mounted on a roof top but not at much height as compared to micro cells [29]. 
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Pico Cells: 

 Pico cells are used to provide coverage in quite high density population and provide a 
very low coverage area as compared to all above cells, nearly 30 to 80 meters [29]. It is usually 
used to provide coverage inside a building environment as shown in Figure 3.4 [30]. 

Umbrella Cells: 

 An umbrella cell is a combination of a macro cell having several micro cells within, as 
shown in Figure 3.5. This cell structure is mostly implemented in an environment where we have 
high speed traffic. In this approach slow moving traffic is handled using micro cells. If fast 
moving traffic is also handled using micro cells, a lot of handovers will be required in a very 
short time, which may result in increase of call dropping probability. To avoid such a situation 
fast moving traffic is handled using macro cells. In this way fast moving user will remain inside 
a single cell for a long period of time as compared to micro cells, thus reducing the number of 
handovers. 

 

Figure 3.5: Umbrella Cell presentation [28]. 

Selective cells: 

 These cells are used in special kind of environment. Almost in all cases cells provide 
coverage in all directions, but in some special cases coverage is not required in all directions e.g. 
in a tunnel, coverage in one direction is required. Cells used for such type of environment are 
called as selective cells [29]. 

3.2.3 Cellular Concept in WiMAX: 

 Cellular concept in WiMAX is almost same as the for general mobile communication 
network explained above. Difference occurs mainly in two things; cell size and handover 
concept. Handover concept is further explained in section 3.3.6 this chapter. As far as cell size of 
WiMAX network is concerned, it is optimized for cell size ranging from 7 to 10 Km radius and 
can support cell size up to 50 Km radius [35]. Here also, like other wireless communication 
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networks, where traffic is dense, cell size is reduced to increase the number of cells in the 
network for QoS enhancement. Cell types used for WiMAX are: Macro cells, Micro cells, Pico 
cells, Femto cells (used in highly dense populated urban areas) and Selective cells [29]. 

3.3 Handover Concept: 

 In a wireless communication network, simple definition of handover can be; change of 
the physical channel of a mobile phone. From scenario point of view types of handovers are [31]: 

• Intra-cell Handovers. 
• Inter-cell Handovers. 

From technical point of view the types of handovers performed, when a mobile changes 
its physical channel, are: 

• Soft Handovers. 
• Hard Handovers. 

3.3.1 Intra-cell Handover: 

 This is a simple handover scenario used within a cell; handovers are performed remaining 
inside a cell parameter. Handover is only performed when the physical channel in use is 
weakened. This happens due to following two factors [31]: 

• Received Power Level by Telephone. 
• Bit Error Rate (BER) Determined. 

Mobile phone transmits measured values of the above two factors to the BS continuously. 
If BS wants to change (handover) the physical channel of a mobile phone to another physical 
channel, it only needs to inform the mobile phone, a new time slot and the new channel number.  

3.3.2 Inter-cell Handover: 

 This handover scenario includes handovers performed when a mobile phone moves form 
one cell to another cell, remaining in the same network. When a mobile user enters a new cell in 
the network, the physical channel assigned is changed and a new channel is assigned to the 
mobile user from the new cell BS. Unlike intra-cell handover, in inter-cell handover connection 
to the BS of the cell from which mobile user entered the new cell is ended. 

3.3.3 Soft Handover: 

 In soft handover Make Before Break (MBB) policy is used. In this type of handover, 
when a mobile user enters a new cell, channel assigned to that mobile phone by previous cell BS 
is not released until a new channel is assigned from the target cell BS. In this way the mobile 
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phone attains both channels, from previous cell and from target cell, for a very short period of 
time. These types of handovers are advantageous in a way that call drop probability is decreased, 
as precious channel is not released until new channel is being allocated. Disadvantage of this 
handover type is wastage of resources as a mobile phone uses both channels for one call. 
Secondly hardware used for such type of handovers must support configurations for both channel 
types at same time, which makes it more complex and costly [29] [32]. 

3.3.5 Hard Handover: 

 In hard handover Break Before Make (BBM) policy is used. In this type of handover, 
when a mobile user enters a new cell, before a new channel is allocated to that mobile phone 
from new cell BS, previous channel allocated form previous cell BS is released. In this way a 
mobile phone is always connected to one channel at a time in the whole network, thus reducing 
the extra usage of resources, so these are more spectral efficient. When a mobile phone enters the 
new cell the data, before the source channel is released, data is stored in a register. This data is 
used only once during the hand over procedure. Disadvantage is only that when all the channels 
in the new cell are busy, a mobile phone entering that cell will face call drop, as no channels are 
available to entertain the new incoming user [29] [33]. 

3.3.6 Handovers in WiMAX: 

  As discussed in detail in chapter 2, WiMAX has two types (standards), fixed WiMAX 
(IEEE 802.16d) and mobile WiMAX (IEEE 802.16e). In fixed WiMAX users are present in 
fixed locations in a cell, mostly broadband users (home or office). Channels allocated to such 
users are permanent or temporary depending on their requirement. As here no inter-cell 
movement takes place and locations are fixed so there is no need of handovers. However, intra-
cell handover concept may be used in case if a temporarily allocated channel becomes weakened 
due to interference or some other factor. 

 In mobile WiMAX we have both mobile and fixed users. Case of fixed users is same as 
described above but in case of mobile users, they may move from one cell to another and they 
need continuous connectivity. Here mobile users may be broadband or cellular. So in such case 
handovers comes into account. As discussed earlier, there are two types of handovers soft and 
hard. Soft handovers are faster than hard handovers and are supported by GSM and CDMA 
systems. These systems provide support for voice transmission and video conferencing etc., in 
which delay is intolerable so mostly soft handovers are used, though they are low spectral 
efficient. In WiMAX only hard handovers are used, as here data traffic like web browsing and e-
mail etc. come into account. In such type of traffic high spectral efficiency is required because 
this data is bursty and continuous handovers are not required. This is achieved by use of hard 
handovers [34]. So factor of delay, caused during hard handover procedure, can be neglected 
here because need of high spectral efficiency is more important. Mechanism for hard handovers 
in WiMAX is same as described before in this chapter.  
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Figure 3.6: A) Soft handover; both BS connected at same time. B) Hard handover; one BS connection at a time. 

3.4 Channel Allocation: 

After having a brief overview of cellular concept now we can define channel allocation 
as: Division of provided radio spectrum into set of disjoint channels (frequencies) in a way that 
they do not interfere with each other, after allocation, and can be used simultaneously is known 
as channel allocation [36]. In wireless communication channel allocation means to allocate 
channels to the cells. So that mobile users can communicate with each other using these 
channels. In mobile communication networks for dividing the provided bandwidth into channels 
some important techniques used are: 

• Time Division (TD). 
• Frequency Division (FD). 
• Code Division (CD). 

In TD channel division is achieved by using disjoint time slots for channel usage. In FD 
channel division is achieved dividing the total bandwidth into disjoint frequency bands. In CD 
channel division is achieved by using different modulation schemes [37]. Some other schemes 
can also be achieved, depending upon the required quality of the received signal e.g. 
combination of TD and FD can be used in way that the provided radio spectrum is divided using 
FD and then TD is applied on each frequency band of an FD scheme [37]. 

Three main of channel allocation schemes are [37]: 

• Fixed Channel Allocation (FCA). 
• Dynamic Channel Allocation (DCA). 
• Hybrid Channel Allocation (HCA). 

3.4.1 Fixed Channel Allocation (FCA): 

 In a general wireless communication network FCA means to allocate a fixed set of 
channels to a specific cell. All cells in the network have their own set of disjoint channels. There 
are two strategies to implement FCA scheme in the cellular network [37] [38]. One is to allocate 
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a uniform set of disjoint channels to each cell in the network. This strategy works best under the 
condition that the traffic to all the cells in the network is also uniform. So each cell will have a 
uniform blocking probability. This strategy may be implemented in an area where traffic is not 
too high, may be rural areas. This strategy does not works best if the traffic conditions are not 
uniform e.g. in urban area with high population density. In such type of conditions the cells with 
high traffic density will suffer more blocking probability then the cells with low traffic density 
[37].  

Second strategy is to allocate sets of disjoint channels, to each cell in the network, non-
uniformly.  This kind of strategy works more efficiently, as cells in high traffic density areas are 
allocated more channels then the cells in low traffic density areas, hence keeping the blocking 
probability in control. Also in real time scenarios we do not have uniform traffic conditions in 
the cellular network [38]. 

3.4.2 Dynamic Channel Allocation (DCA): 

 Basic concept of DCA is to allocate channels dynamically to the mobile users in the 
cellular network without allocating fixed sets of channels to the cells. FCA schemes are not 
much flexible in adapting change in traffic e.g. a cell allocated with set of channels to deal with 
high traffic intensity may have sometimes low traffic, in such a situation free channels available 
in the cell may never be used, hence wasting the resources. To overcome such type of issues 
DCA schemes have been introduced [37]. 

 In DCA, a cell is not provided with fixed set of channels. Instead all channels are present 
inside a central pool mainly Mobile Switching Center (MSE) or are distributed among BSs in the 
network [38]. These channels are assigned to the calls when needed. Any channel can be used by 
any incoming or ongoing call in the whole network, keeping the CCI at a low level (channel 
reuse concept). Channels are assigned by the BS of the cell in which mobile user is present. 
Another strategy in DCA is also implemented for better performance, namely call borrowing 
strategy. In this strategy channels in the cell are allocated using FCA but when a call request is 
generated in the cell and there is no channel available to accommodate it in that cell, a channel is 
borrowed from a neighboring cell, keeping co-channel interference at its minimum. However, 
under high traffic, DCA schemes are not much efficient than FCA schemes [38]. 

3.4.3 Hybrid Channel Allocation (HCA): 

 HCA is the combination of FCA and DCA. Total channels in the cellular network are 
divided into two sets of disjoint channels. One set is allocated using FCA to all the cells in the 
network and second set is present in a central pool inside the cellular network. When all the 
allocated channels, using FCA, in the cell are busy then the channels allocated dynamically are 
used for the new call requests in that cell [38]. Here ratio of the channels allocated using FCA 
and channels allocated using DCA is very important. This ratio depends on the traffic conditions 
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in the cellular network. In a cellular network, sometimes a cell may face an abnormal increase in 
traffic far beyond its capacity for a particular hour. Best example can be e.g. a cell covering a 
football stadium where a favorite match is going on. Such cell becomes a hot-spot in the 
network. For such type of conditions in [38] a HCA technique is proposed for the hot-spot cells. 

3.5 Channel Allocation in WiMAX: 

 As WiMAX has two types fixed and mobile, so channel allocation strategies are different 
for both. Multiple access technique used for subchannelization in mobile WiMAX is OFDMA, 
discussed in detail with simulations in Chapter 2.  

As discussed before that in fixed WiMAX (IEEE 802.16d) we have users with no 
mobility (mainly broadband, home or office fixed users) and there is no inter-cell movement, so 
here FCA is used. Fixed sets of disjoint channels are allocated to each cell of IEEE 802.16d 
WiMAX network. Here the strategy of allocating uniform sets of disjoint channel may also be 
used as there are no mobility conditions and traffic in the network will remain uniform. 

 In mobile WiMAX (IEEE 802.16e) we have both, fixed and mobile users. So here 
mobility conditions come into account and we cannot ignore the inter-cell movement of users. So 
here all the channel allocation strategies discussed before (FCA, DCA and HCA) come into 
account. Here also difference is only in the handover strategy, as WiMAX supports only hard 
handovers. Else all the mechanism for allocating the channels using FCA or DCA or both is 
same. In mobile WiMAX we use both for better performance of the cellular network. Now in 
mobile WiMAX we have both types of users, fixed and mobile, so for fixed users (broadband) 
we need to provide fixed channels (permanent channels). Reason for this is so that they never 
face blocking. So now we have to allocate a permanent set of channels also in the network. In 
previous wireless cellular networks we had no support for wireless broadband technology, so 
there was no need of allocating permanent channels. Now for permanent allocation of channels 
in the network, they need to be allocated using FCA, we cannot put these channels into a central 
pool to be allocated dynamically. By doing so if these channels are in use and a broadband user 
wants to connect to the WiMAX network it will face blocking (no connection). As cell size 
supported by a WiMAX cell may be up to a radius of 50 Km [35], so number of channels to be 
allocated to a specific cell may be more than even 200 channels keeping CCI at its minimum. So 
if we use FCA here these channels will not be available to the cells where traffic might be high. 
It is better to use both FCA and DCA schemes together (HCA). 

 Previously demands for wireless broadband technology has increased rapidly. WiMAX is 
the best solution to provide BWA at same data rates offered by DSL etc. Besides BWA it also 
provides support for cellular mobile phone users as well in the network. High traffic load in a 
cell results in increasing blocking probability, forced termination and handover failure etc. For 
this purpose to reduce the probabilities of blocking (Pb), handover failure (Ph), forced termination 
(Pft) and of not completed calls (Pnc), we have proposed two channel allocation schemes, No 
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Priority Scheme (NPS) and Reserved Channel Scheme (RCS), in WiMAX Cells. These both 
schemes are handover schemes, RCS is prioritized handover scheme and NPS is non-prioritized 
handover scheme. These schemes were previously used for Personal Communications Service 
(PCS) [39]. In PCS there was no support for wireless broadband technology (fixed or mobile), so 
there was no need of allocating channels permanently. Fixed wireless broadband users in the 
mobile WiMAX network require permanent channel allocation as discussed before, so here we 
have taken permanent channels as well into account. Before we proceed further towards our 
simulation we need to understand the concept of NPS and RCS deeply. 

3.5.1 No Priority Scheme (NPS): 

 NPS is a non-prioritized channel allocation scheme. Non-prioritized means that all calls 
in a cell have the same priority to be allocated a channel. In this scheme there are no reserved 
channels included, so there is no permanent channel allocation also.  Any user who makes a call 
attempt 1st will be allocated a channel. So it is basically a first come first serve scheme. This 
scheme is disadvantageous only when there is too much load of traffic inside a cell and all the 
channels are busy. Under these conditions a new call attempt will be blocked. Similarly, in case 
of handover occurrence, when user will enter that cell his call will suddenly be dropped, as there 
is no channel to accommodate it [29]. This blocking probability and handover failure in the cell 
can be reduced by using DCA of channels, as now all channels in the network can be used by 
that cell, where NPS is implemented, keeping CCI under control.  

In case of WiMAX channel allocation for handovers, fixed WiMAX broadband office 
users, fixed WiMAX broadband home users, mobile WiMAX broadband users and cell phone 
users, all will have the same priority in NPS. No permanent channel allocation is supported by 
NPS. So we consider that in NPS, fixed WiMAX broadband office users, where disconnection is 
intolerable, may also face blocking probability as well if placed in a cell with high traffic load. 
So we can say NPS scheme is better for implementation in cells where we do not have high 
traffic intensity, so that blocking probability may never occur. In high traffic intensity it can 
perform better only with DCA. 

3.5.2 Reserved Channel Scheme (RCS): 

 This is a prioritized channel allocation scheme. In this scheme priority is set for the 
channel allocation for all types of functions performed in the cell. These functions include; call 
attempts, handovers and permanent channel allocation. Highest priority is set for permanent 
channel allocation, then for handovers and then for call attempts. This priority is set by reserving 
channels for permanent allocation and handovers. If we have N channels in the network, then out 
of N channels S channels are reserved for handovers and K channels are reserved for permanent 
allocation. Now remaining available channels are assigned to new calls. Reserved channels are 
never used for new calls in the cell [29]. Similarly reserved channels used for permanent 
allocation are never used for handover and vice versa.  
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For RCS implementation in WiMAX we have consider that priority for channel 
allocation to mobile WiMAX broadband users and fixed WiMAX broadband home users is same 
as mobile cell phone users. In RCS for PCS we had only channels reserved for handovers [39]. 
Now in WiMAX we have reserved channels for permanent allocation also. These permanent 
channels are assigned to fixed WiMAX broadband office connections, where disconnection is 
intolerable. In this case we can say that permanent channels and reserved channels for handovers 
can be implemented using FCA and remaining channels using DCA. 

3.6 Analytical Method for NPS and RCS in WiMAX: 

 Analytical method for NPS and RCS is derived in [39] previously for PCS. Now here we 
analyze this method according to WiMAX. Most of the method is same as presented in [39], as 
WiMAX also mostly follows the same procedure as other cellular networks for channel 
allocation (as explained earlier), but it should be kept in mind that main difference here is that 
permanent channel allocation is also taken into account. This analytical method is to drive the 
Blocking Probability (Pb), handover failure (Ph), forced termination (Pft) and not completed calls 
(Pnc) in a WiMAX cell. These probabilities are defined as: 

Blocking Probability (Pb): The probability that all channels in the cell are busy and 
there is no channel available in the cell to entertain a new user is called Pb. In such a case user 
will be rejected to make a new connection. This is the case when user receives network busy 
message. 

Handover Failure Probability (Ph): The probability that a new user, during an ongoing 
connection, enters the cell and its call is dropped due to all channels busy condition is called Ph. 
In other words new call arriving in the cell is dropped due to unavailability of a channel in that 
cell (handover failure). 

Forced Termination Probability (Pft): This is the probability that a mobile job in 
service, previously accepted by the system, gets terminated due to handover failure, after a 
successful handover to the neighboring cell. Pft is not an actual parameter as it depend on Ph. 

Probability of Not Completed Calls (Pnc): This is the probability of all the calls that 
were not completed because of any one of the three scenarios i.e. call blocking, handover failure, 
forced termination due to handover failure. 

3.6.1 Parameters description: 

For parameters it is assumed here that new job attempts (job can be a call attempt or a 
wireless broadband connection) and handover arrivals in the cell follow Poisson distribution. 
Channel occupancy time is distributed exponentially (channel occupancy time is the time for 
which channel is occupied for a job or handover process). Here in the cell, Job Arrival Intensity 
is represented by 𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜 , Handover job arrival intensity is represented by 𝜆𝜆ℎ𝑖𝑖 , Handover Call 
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Departure Intensity is represented by 𝜆𝜆ℎ𝑜𝑜  and Permanent Job Arrival Intensity is represented 
by 𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝 . Permanent job arrival intensity is kept constant because number of permanent jobs in the 
cell will always be same as they are fixed. Mobile user arrival intensity and handover arrival 
intensity may change according to the traffic conditions in the cell. Service intensity for a job 
until it leaves the cell (handover involved) is 𝜇𝜇 and for the job until it is completes within the cell 
(no handover) is 𝜂𝜂. Further it is assumed here that if a channel is allocated to a mobile user it will 
only be released if the connection ends or a handover is performed to a neighboring cell. In [39] 
it is considered that if total number of servers is 𝑖𝑖, then total probability is given by Pj. In 
WiMAX we have an additional parameter i.e. Permanent Job Arrival Intensity, represented 
by 𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝 . This parameter will have no effect on NPS, so NPS results for WiMAX will be same as 
for PCS. 

3.6.2 NPS Analysis for WiMAX: 

 As mentioned before that NPS has no support for permanent and reserved channel 
allocation so all users have same priority to be provided with channels available in the cell. This 
scheme will work for WiMAX cell same as for the PCS system in [39]. Here we consider that s 
is the total number of channels. Any user can be provided with a channel from 𝑠𝑠, provided that it 
is not in use. For 𝑠𝑠 total channels, total number of states for NPS is provided by Markov process 
i.e. 𝑠𝑠 + 1. The total arrival intensity is given by adding both job arrival intensity, handover 
arrival intensity and permanent job arrival intensity i.e. 𝜆𝜆 = 𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜 + 𝜆𝜆ℎ𝑖𝑖 + 𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝  and the total service 
intensity is given by (𝜇𝜇 + 𝜂𝜂). Arrival intensity is same throughout the 𝑠𝑠 + 1 states for NPS, as all 
calls have same priority. State diagram for NPS is given in Figure 3.7. This figure is modified for 
WiMAX form the original one for PCS in [39]. 

0 1 j+1jj-1 ss-1

λo + λhi + λp λo + λhi + λp λo + λhi + λp 

(µ + ŋ) 2 (µ + ŋ) (j-1)(µ + ŋ) j(µ + ŋ) (j+1)(µ + ŋ) (j+2)(µ + ŋ) (s-1)(µ + ŋ) s(µ + ŋ)

λo + λhi + λp λo + λhi + λp λo + λhi + λp λo + λhi + λp λo + λhi + λp 

 

Figure 3.7: State Diagram NPS. 

From Figure 3.7 probability Pj of the states for 0 ≤ 𝑖𝑖 < 𝑠𝑠 in terms of Po (probability of the zero 
state) is given by: 

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 =
�
𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜 + 𝜆𝜆ℎ𝑖𝑖 + 𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝

𝜇𝜇 + 𝜂𝜂 �
𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖!
𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜                                                     (3.3) 

To find value of Po, we know that total sum of all probabilities is one so: 
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�𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 = 1
𝑠𝑠

𝑖𝑖=0

                                                                (3.4) 

Now by putting equation (3.3) in equation (3.4) we get Po as: 

𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜 =
1

∑
�
𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜 + 𝜆𝜆ℎ𝑖𝑖+𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝

𝜇𝜇 + 𝜂𝜂 �
𝑘𝑘

𝑘𝑘!
𝑠𝑠
𝑘𝑘=0

                                                    (3.5) 

So now by substituting equation (3.5) in equation (3.3), it becomes: 

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 =

�
𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜 + 𝜆𝜆ℎ𝑖𝑖 + 𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝

𝜇𝜇 + 𝜂𝜂 �
𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖!

∑
�
𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜 + 𝜆𝜆ℎ𝑖𝑖+𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝

𝜇𝜇 + 𝜂𝜂 �
𝑘𝑘

𝑘𝑘!
𝑠𝑠
𝑘𝑘=0

                                                    (3.6) 

The equation of Pb is found in [39] by keeping 𝑖𝑖 = 𝑠𝑠 in equations (3.4) and (3.6), so it is: 

𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏 = 𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠 =

�
𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜 + 𝜆𝜆ℎ𝑖𝑖+𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝

𝜇𝜇 + 𝜂𝜂 �
𝑠𝑠

𝑠𝑠!

∑
�
𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜 + 𝜆𝜆ℎ𝑖𝑖+𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝

𝜇𝜇 + 𝜂𝜂 �
𝑘𝑘

𝑘𝑘!
𝑠𝑠
𝑘𝑘=0

                                                (3.7) 

Reason for keeping 𝑖𝑖 = 𝑠𝑠 is because we have same arrival rate of 𝑖𝑖 jobs as for 𝑠𝑠 jobs in the cell. 
Now in case of NPS Ph given in [39] is: 

𝑃𝑃ℎ = 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏                                                                      (3.8)  

This is because as mentioned earlier in NPS we have same priority for channel allocation, 
this means that priority of channel allocated to a handover job entering the cell will be same as 
that of the new job initiated inside the cell. Secondly there is no support for permanent channel 
allocation in NPS so permanent job arrival intensity has no effect and traffic considered here in 
the cell is uniform.  

3.6.3 RCS Analysis for WiMAX: 

 In RCS, scenario for WiMAX is a bit different from PCS, as explained earlier. In PCS we 
had reserve channels for handover purpose and remaining were used for mobile calls, as 
presented in [39]. Here in WiMAX scenario for RCS we assume that we have total 𝑠𝑠 channels 
out of which 𝐶𝐶ℎ channels are reserved for handover purpose and 𝑘𝑘 channels are for permanent 
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allocation to the WiMAX fixed broadband users. Now channels for remaining jobs in the cell are 
given by: 

𝑛𝑛 = 𝑠𝑠 − (𝐶𝐶ℎ + 𝑘𝑘)                                                                 (3.9) 

If we do not have any permanent channels in the cell then it will be [39]: 

𝑛𝑛 = 𝑠𝑠 − (𝐶𝐶ℎ)                                                                    (3.10) 

Now arrival intensity for 𝑛𝑛 channels in the cell for RCS is given by adding handover 
arrival intensity, job arrival intensity and permanent job arrival intensity i.e. 𝜆𝜆 = 𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜 + 𝜆𝜆ℎ𝑖𝑖 + 𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝 . 
Arrival intensity in the cell for 𝐶𝐶ℎ channels is given by only 𝜆𝜆ℎ𝑖𝑖  and arrival intensity for 
permanent channels is given by 𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝 . Total number of states here is also defined by Markov 
process i.e. 𝑠𝑠 + 1 states. State diagram for RCS is shown in Figure 3.8. Here we have a big 
advantage that if all the 𝑛𝑛 channels are busy and a handover job arrives in the cell, it will not be 
dropped if reserved channels (𝐶𝐶ℎ) for handover purpose are not busy. Figure 3.8 is modified for 
WiMAX environment form the original one for PCS in [39]. 

0 1 n+1nn-1 ss-1n+1ss-1

λo + λhi + λp λo + λhi + λp λo + λhi + λp λhi  λp 

(µ + ŋ)

λhi  λhi  λhi  λp λp 
λp 

2 (µ + ŋ) (n1-1)(µ + ŋ) n(µ + ŋ) (n+1)(µ + ŋ) (n+2)(µ + ŋ) (s-1)(µ + ŋ) s(µ + ŋ)
(n+1)(µ + ŋ)

(n+2)(µ + ŋ) (s-1)(µ + ŋ) s(µ + ŋ)

For Permanent Channels

For Reserved Channels

 

Figure 3.8: State Diagram RCS. 

From state diagram in Figure 3.8 we see that both arrival intensities for reserved and 
permanent channels move till the last state 𝑠𝑠 and both are independent of each other. To write the 
total probability in terms of Po we have three probabilities for 0 ≤ 𝑖𝑖 < 𝑛𝑛, for 𝑛𝑛 ≤ 𝑖𝑖 < 𝑘𝑘 and 
for 𝑛𝑛 ≤ 𝑖𝑖 < 𝑘𝑘. These are given by: 

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 =
�
𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜 + 𝜆𝜆ℎ𝑖𝑖 + 𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝

𝜇𝜇 + 𝜂𝜂 �
𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖!
𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜                    𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓  0 ≤ 𝑖𝑖 < 𝑛𝑛           (3.11) 

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 =
(𝜆𝜆ℎ𝑖𝑖)𝑖𝑖−𝑛𝑛�𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜 + 𝜆𝜆ℎ𝑖𝑖 + 𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝�

𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖! (𝜇𝜇 + 𝜂𝜂)𝑖𝑖 𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜            𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓 𝑛𝑛 ≤ 𝑖𝑖 < 𝑠𝑠           (3.12) 
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𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 =
�𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝�

𝑖𝑖−𝑛𝑛�𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜 + 𝜆𝜆ℎ𝑖𝑖 + 𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝�
𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖! (𝜇𝜇 + 𝜂𝜂)𝑖𝑖 𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜            𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓 𝑛𝑛 ≤ 𝑖𝑖 < 𝑠𝑠            (3.13) 

where, according to Figure 3.8, equation (3.12) and equation (3.13) are indipendent of each 
other. Now if 𝑛𝑛 is according to equation (3.10) then we have no permanent channels in the cell, 
so using equation (3.4) Po will be given by only two probabilities from equation (3.11) and 
equation (3.12): 

𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜 =
1

∑
�
𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜 + 𝜆𝜆ℎ𝑖𝑖 + 𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝

𝜇𝜇+ 𝜂𝜂 �
𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖! + ∑
(𝜆𝜆ℎ𝑖𝑖)𝑖𝑖−𝑛𝑛�𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜 + 𝜆𝜆ℎ𝑖𝑖 + 𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝�

𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖! (𝜇𝜇+ 𝜂𝜂)𝑖𝑖
𝑠𝑠
𝑖𝑖=𝑛𝑛+1

𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=0

                       (3.14) 

Now if 𝑛𝑛 is according to equation (3.9) then we have permanent channels in the cell, so using 
equation (3.4) Po will be given by all the probabilities from equation (3.11), equation (3.12) and 
equation (3.13): 

𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜 =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
�

�
𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜 + 𝜆𝜆ℎ𝑖𝑖 + 𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝

𝜇𝜇 + 𝜂𝜂 �
𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖!
+ �

(𝜆𝜆ℎ𝑖𝑖)𝑖𝑖−𝑛𝑛�𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜 + 𝜆𝜆ℎ𝑖𝑖 + 𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝�
𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖! (𝜇𝜇 + 𝜂𝜂)𝑖𝑖

𝑠𝑠

𝑖𝑖=𝑛𝑛+1

𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=0

+ �
�𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝�

𝑖𝑖−𝑛𝑛�𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜 + 𝜆𝜆ℎ𝑖𝑖 + 𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝�
𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖! (𝜇𝜇 + 𝜂𝜂)𝑖𝑖

𝑠𝑠

𝑖𝑖=𝑛𝑛+1 ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤
−1

                      (3.15) 

 

In [39] the equation for blocking probability for RCS is same as WiMAX but it depends on 
above equations which are modified forms of the ones in [39]. It is given by: 

𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏 = �𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖

𝑠𝑠

𝑖𝑖=𝑛𝑛

                                                                 (3.16) 

Where 𝑛𝑛 is given by equation (3.9) and (3.10) depending on the presence of permanent channels 
in the cell. In equation (3.16) 𝑛𝑛 are the remaining channels left for mobile users after subtracting 
reserved and permanent channels. So Pb will be sum of all the probabilities from 𝑛𝑛 to 𝑠𝑠 (𝑠𝑠 is total 
number of channels). So probability of handover failure for RCS for WiMAX is given by: 

𝑃𝑃ℎ = 𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠                                                                     (3.17) 

These all derived equations for NPS and RCS are for WiMAX and are modified forms of 
the original ones presented in [39] for PCS. In RCS, Difference is that the equations depend on 
values of 𝑛𝑛, as 𝑛𝑛 here now depends on values of both permanent (𝑘𝑘) and reserved (𝐶𝐶ℎ) channels. 
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Equations for Pnc and Pft for both NPS and RCS: 

The equations for Pft and Pnc are taken same as presented in [39] but they depend on the 
above equations derived for WiMAX. So the results produced using these equations will be 
according to WiMAX environment. In our simulation work we have considered traffic 
conditions for the WiMAX cell to be uniform. So for uniform traffic conditions, parameters 
taken from [39] for Pft and Pnc are as follows: 

If a user moves to a neighboring cell, than the handover departure rate is given by: 

𝜆𝜆ℎ𝑜𝑜 =
𝜂𝜂(1 − 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏)𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜

𝜇𝜇 + 𝜂𝜂 − 𝜂𝜂(1 − 𝑃𝑃ℎ)                                                  (3.18) 

Probability that a new job originated in the cell will be accommodated is: 

𝑆𝑆 =  
(1 − 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏)

(1 − 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑇𝑇)                                                            (3.19) 

where 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑇𝑇 =  𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏 .  𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑇𝑇 is the ratio of blocking probability for all cells to the total number of cells 
in the system. The probability that a handover is made to a neighboring cell is given by: 

𝑎𝑎 =
𝜂𝜂

𝜇𝜇 + 𝜂𝜂
(1 − 𝑝𝑝ℎ)                                                      (3.20) 

Probability that a currently ongoing job is denied a handover is given by: 

𝑏𝑏 =
𝜂𝜂

𝜇𝜇 + 𝜂𝜂
(𝑝𝑝ℎ)                                                          (3.21) 

Probability that a job in service faces forced termination after successful handovers is: 

𝐸𝐸 =
𝜂𝜂𝑃𝑃ℎ

𝜇𝜇 + 𝜂𝜂𝑃𝑃ℎ
                                                             (3.22) 

Now after describing the parameters, Pnc and Pft in the cell are given in [39] by: 

𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 1 −
1 − 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏

1 + 𝜂𝜂𝑃𝑃ℎ
𝜇𝜇

                                                      (3.23) 

𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 = 𝑆𝑆 × 𝐸𝐸                                                               (3.24) 

 Equations (3.23) and (3.24) are same for both NPS and RCS. It can be seen clearly form 
these equations that Pnc and Pft both depend on the modified equation, derived for WiMAX in 
NPS and RCS scenarios. 
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CHAPTER 4: SIMULATIONS 
 

4.1 Introduction: 

 This chapter includes the simulation results based on the equations for NPS and RCS in 
WiMAX scenario provided in chapter 3. Simulations are conducted in MATLAB and results of 
corresponding probabilities for blocking (Pb), handover failure (Ph), forced termination (Pft) and 
not completed calls (Pnc) for NPS and RCS are shown. Traffic conditions for the WiMAX cell 
are taken to be uniform. These probabilities have been defined in chapter 3. 

 4.2 Parameters for Simulation Results: 

 For results, all arrival intensities (mobile jobs, handover jobs and permanent jobs) depend 
on the offered traffic (𝜌𝜌) by the cell. If there no permanent channels in the cell then permanent 
job arrival intensity will be neglected. For simulations, the value of 𝜌𝜌 is taken equal to the total 
number of channels available in the cell. As total available channels in the cell is the traffic 
offered by that cell. Now handover arrival intensity depends on the mobile job arrival intensity as 
mobile jobs are the ones that may perform handovers. 𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜  (mobile job arrival intensity) depends 
on 𝜌𝜌 so its relation is given by: 

𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜 = 𝜌𝜌𝜇𝜇                                                                       (4.1) 

The mean service time is defined by �̅�𝑥 and is given by: 

�̅�𝑥 =
1

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠 𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖
                                                           (4.2) 

Here we have two service intensities one for the jobs that complete within the parameter of the 
cell (𝜂𝜂) and second for the jobs in service, that leave the parameter of the cell (𝜇𝜇). So now we 
have two mean service times in the cell, using equation (4.2) these mean service times are given 
by: 

�̅�𝑥1 =
1
𝜂𝜂

                                                                        (4.3) 

�̅�𝑥2 =
1
𝜇𝜇

                                                                        (4.4) 

We have kept mean service time for both service intensities same to keep the traffic conditions 
uniform i.e.�̅�𝑥1 = �̅�𝑥2 = 3 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛. Equations (4.1) and (4.2) are the general equations for tele-traffic 
and queuing theory taken from [40]. These parameters and values for mean services times are 
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used to produce our simulation results for the four probabilities explained in chapter 3, for NPS 
and RCS, under WiMAX scenario. Now we proceed towards our simulation results. 

4.3 Simulation Results: 

 For simulations, we have taken three scenarios for 75 busy channels in a WiMAX cell for 
both NPS and RCS. In each of these scenarios we have changed the values for permanent 
channels 𝑘𝑘 and reserved channels for handovers 𝐶𝐶ℎ, to check their effect on the four probabilities 
taken into account in both NPS and RCS. Then we have shown comparison for the probabilities 
mentioned above for RCS and NPS according to these scenarios. Each simulation result shows 
results for NPS, RCS with no permanent channels and RCS with both reserved channels and 
permanent channels. RCS with no permanent channels shows results for a cell where there are no 
permanent channels i.e. there are no fixed users in the cell. In RCS with permanent channels, 
permanent jobs are provided with fixed channels and will never face any of the probabilities 
taken into account but will affect the probabilities, as they occupy channels form the total 
available channels. So the results shown are for the mobile users that are not allocated permanent 
channels. Channel conditions used in MATLAB for three scenarios are:  

Scenario 1: 

In this scenario we have considered permanent channels 𝑘𝑘 = 10 and reserved channels 
for handovers 𝐶𝐶ℎ = 30. This shows that for RCS with no permanent channels according to 
equation (3.10) we have 𝑛𝑛 = 45 channels and for RCS with permanent channels according to 
equation (3.9) we have 𝑛𝑛 = 35 channels available for mobile jobs in the cell. For NPS we have 
all 75 channels available for the jobs arrival in the cell, whether they are mobile or fixed. 

Scenario 2: 

In this scenario we have considered permanent channels 𝑘𝑘 = 10 and reserved channels 
for handovers 𝐶𝐶ℎ = 20. This shows that for RCS with no permanent channels according to 
equation (3.10) we have 𝑛𝑛 = 55 channels and for RCS with permanent channels according to 
equation (3.9) we have 𝑛𝑛 = 45 channels available for mobile jobs in the cell. For NPS we have 
all 75 channels available for the jobs arrival in the cell, whether they are mobile or fixed. 

Scenario 3: 

In this scenario we have considered permanent channels 𝑘𝑘 = 5 and reserved channels for 
handovers 𝐶𝐶ℎ = 10. This shows that for RCS with no permanent channels according to equation 
(3.10) we have 𝑛𝑛 = 65 channels and for RCS with permanent channels according to equation 
(3.9) we have 𝑛𝑛 = 60 channels available for mobile jobs in the cell. For NPS we have all 75 
channels available for the jobs arrival in the cell, whether they are mobile or fixed. More 
scenarios can also be created but three scenarios are enough to show comparison for the 
probabilities for RCS and NPS taken into account. 
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4.3.1 Comparison of Blocking Probability Pb: 

                                       
Figure 4.1: Simulation result for Pb with 𝑘𝑘 = 10 and 𝐶𝐶ℎ = 30. 

 Simulation results in Figure 4.1 show the curves of blocking probability for NPS and 
RCS according to the channel conditions for scenario 1. 

                                          
Figure 4.2: Simulation result for Pb with 𝑘𝑘 = 10 and 𝐶𝐶ℎ = 20. 
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Simulation results in Figure 4.2 show the curves of blocking probability for NPS and 
RCS according to the channel conditions for scenario 2. 

                                             
Figure 4.3: Simulation result for Pb with 𝑘𝑘 = 5 and 𝐶𝐶ℎ = 10. 

Simulation results in Figure 4.3 show the curves of blocking probability for NPS and 
RCS according to the channel conditions for scenario 2. 

Form the results in Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 we deduce that in case of RCS for same 
channels, we see that by decreasing the number of permanent and reserved channels, Pb in Figure 
4.1 (scenario 1) > Pb in Figure 4.2 (scenario 2) > Pb in Figure 4.3 (scenario 3), so it decreases. 
This decrease is because by reducing the number of permanent channels and reserved channels, 
we have made available a few channels for new jobs in the cell. In case of NPS we see that Pb 
remains same for all of the scenarios because here in NPS there are no permanent or reserve 
channels. 

Pb for both NPS and RCS in each simulation result in Figures (4.1, 4.2, and 4.3) increases 
with increase in the number of busy channels. Order of Pb is: RCS with permanent channels > 
RCS with no permanent channels > NPS. This is because in NPS all channels are available for all 
kind of jobs (mobile, fixed or handover), in other words maximum number of channels are 
available for any kind of job. In RCS with no permanent channels, we have reserved channels for 
handover so for new job initiated in the system remaining channels are less as compared to NPS, 
so Pb is higher than NPS. Similarly in RCS with permanent channels, we have both permanent 
and reserved channels so the remaining channels for a new job are less as compared to the other 
two schemes, so Pb in this case is higher than the other two. 
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4.3.2 Comparison of Handover Failure Probability Ph: 

                                           
Figure 4.4: Simulation result for Ph with 𝑘𝑘 = 10 and 𝐶𝐶ℎ = 30. 

Simulation results in Figure 4.4 show the curves of handover failure probability for NPS 
and RCS according to the channel conditions for scenario 1. 

                                          
Figure 4.5: Simulation result for Ph with 𝑘𝑘 = 10 and 𝐶𝐶ℎ = 20. 
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Simulation results in Figure 4.5 show the curves of handover failure probability for NPS 
and RCS according to the channel conditions for scenario 2. 

                                           
Figure 4.6: Simulation result for Ph with 𝑘𝑘 = 5 and 𝐶𝐶ℎ = 10. 

Simulation results in Figure 4.6 show the curves of handover failure probability for NPS 
and RCS according to the channel conditions for scenario 3. 
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4.3.3 Comparison of Forced Termination Probability Pft: 

                                           
Figure 4.7: Simulation result for Pft with 𝑘𝑘 = 10 and 𝐶𝐶ℎ = 30. 

Simulation results in Figure 4.7 show the curves of forced termination probability of a 
job for NPS and RCS according to the channel conditions for scenario 1. 

                                           
Figure 4.8: Simulation result for Pft with 𝑘𝑘 = 10 and 𝐶𝐶ℎ = 20. 
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Simulation results in Figure 4.8 show the curves of forced termination probability of a 
job for NPS and RCS according to the channel conditions for scenario 2. 

                                            
Figure 4.9: Simulation result for Pft with 𝑘𝑘 = 5 and 𝐶𝐶ℎ = 10. 

Simulation results in Figure 4.8 show the curves of forced termination probability of a 
job for NPS and RCS according to the channel conditions for scenario 3. 
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Form the results in Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 we deduce that in case of RCS for same 
channels, we see that by decreasing the number of permanent and reserved channels, Pft in Figure 
4.7 (scenario 1) < Pft in Figure 4.8 (scenario 2) < Pft in Figure 4.9 (scenario 3), so it increases. We 
see here that results are almost same as that for Ph. This is because Pft depends on Ph; difference 
is only that in Pft handover failure occurs when a job enters the cell of origination again after a 
successful handover to the neighboring cell. This is shown in Figure 4.10. In this figure it is 
shown that a job is 1st successfully handed over to the neighboring cell. On its way back to the 
cell of origination it is rejected by the target cell, as all channels in that cell are busy and there is 
no left for handover procedure. 

Pft for both NPS and RCS in each simulation result in Figures (4.7, 4.8, and 4.9) increases 
with increase in the number of busy channels. In any of these results we have the same order as 
for the results in Ph. Difference is same as explained above that, forced termination is also 
handover failure but after a successful handover, as shown in Fig 4.10. 

4.3.4 Comparison of Not Completed Calls Probability Pnc: 

 In this part of comparison, a call represents any kind of job (mobile, fixed (permanent) or 
handover). The Probability of not completed calls represents the probability of all not completed 
mobile jobs because of blocking and handover failure.   

                                            
Figure 4.11: Simulation result for Pnc with 𝑘𝑘 = 10 and 𝐶𝐶ℎ = 30. 

Simulation results in Figure 4.11 show the curves of probability for not completed calls 
for NPS and RCS according to the channel conditions for scenario 1. 
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Figure 4.12: Simulation result for Pnc with 𝑘𝑘 = 10 and 𝐶𝐶ℎ = 20. 

Simulation results in Figure 4.12 show the curves of probability for not completed calls 
for NPS and RCS according to the channel conditions for scenario 3. 

                              
Figure 4.13: Simulation result for Pnc with 𝑘𝑘 = 5 and 𝐶𝐶ℎ = 10. 

Simulation results in Figure 4.13 show the curves of probability for not completed calls 
for NPS and RCS according to the channel conditions for scenario 3. 
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Form the results in Figures 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 we deduce that in case of RCS for same 
channels, we see that by decreasing the number of permanent and reserved channels, Pnc in 
Figure 4.11 (scenario 1) > Pnc in Figure 4.12 (scenario 2) > Pnc in Figure 4.13 (scenario 3), so it 
decreases. This is because these results depend on the both, call blocking and handover failure. 
By decreasing permanent and reserved channels we have made a few channels available for the 
mobile jobs form the busy channels. In case of NPS there is no change, as NPS is free from 
permanent and reserved channels. 

Pnc for both NPS and RCS in each simulation result in Figures (4.11, 4.12, and 4.13) 
increases with increase in the number of busy channels. These results provide us the information 
that in which scheme probability of not completed calls was greater due to Ph and Pb. We see that 
RCS with permanent channels has faced maximum Pnc. As it is already mentioned before that 
these curves are not for the permanent jobs so though it has faced higher Pnc still permanent jobs 
do not face the connection failure. As seen before in this chapter RCs with permanent channels 
has faced more blocking probability. By adding the handover failure probability to the blocking 
probability Figure 4.13 shows that it has given maximum Pnc. Similarly if we add the Ph to the Pb 
curve of the RCS with no permanent channels, it gives more Pnc than the NPS, as shown in 
Figure 4.13. As NPS has no permanent or reserved channels, maximum channels are available 
for handovers and other jobs in the cell; it has faced low Pnc than the other two schemes, as 
shown in Figure 4.13. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS 
 

5.1 Introduction: 

 This chapter includes conclusions based on our simulation results and future work that 
what else could be done for channel allocation in WiMAX. 

5.2 Conclusions: 

 In past few years there has been a rapid growth in wireless broadband access. WiMAX is 
the yet best proposed solution to the BWA technology. This is because it provides high data rates 
as compared to DSL and is a wireless technology. WiMAX has support for both cellular and 
broadband users. When we talk about broadband user WiMAX has two types; Fixed and Mobile. 
Like other cellular networks WiMAX also consists of cells. In these cells prioritized or non 
prioritized channel allocation schemes are implemented to overcome the factors that reduce the 
cell performance in the network. These factors mainly involve call blocking and handover 
failure. While allocation of channels we are supposed to make proper selection of the allocation 
scheme to keep these factors at a minimum level. In WiMAX when fixed users come into 
account, they need to be allocated permanent channels if disconnectivity is intolerable (mostly 
office users). 

 We have achieved to provide guidelines for two channel allocation schemes NPS and 
RCS under WiMAX scenario for the above mentioned factors. Our conclusions are based on the 
probability results obtained for Probability of Not Completed Call Pnc, for both NPS and RCS, 
because it depends on the other probabilities obtained (Pb, Ph and Pft). Also traffic conditions 
taken for this simulation environment are uniform. Conclusions are as follows: 

 We conclude that RCS should be used in a cell where permanent channels are required to 
be allocated. Results for Pnc show that RCS with permanent channels has the highest level for Pnc 
this is because the probability curves shown are only for mobile jobs in the cell but we cannot 
ignore the importance of the permanent channels. As permanent channels are allocated to those 
users for which disconnectivity is intolerable. We also conclude that in the case of handover 
failure RCS with permanent channels out performs NPS because RCS has reserved channels for 
handover purpose which are never allocated to mobile users in the cell. 

 We see that Pnc for NPS outperforms both RCS with permanent channels and RCS 
without permanent channels. Drawback here is that permanent users will also face blocking as it 
has same priority for channel allocation for all kinds of jobs in the cell. So we conclude that NPS 
can yield good results if it is used in a WiMAX cell environment only if there is no permanent 
channel allocation required in that cell.  
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5.3 Future Work: 

 In future our proposed schemes can be tested and verified for WiMAX in a practical 
environment. Further work can be done on these schemes in non uniform conditions of traffic. 
These schemes can also be tested that how they perform for both dynamic and fixed channel 
allocation scenarios for a multi-cellular WiMAX environment. 
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APPENDIX A 

THESIS SIMULATION CODE 
OFDMA SIMULATION CODE: 

% QAM Modulation Function: 
 
function [ans]=qam_mod(sig,f)  
ex=[]; 
ex=sig; 
exdata2=[]; 
for i=1:8 
  for rep=1:10 
  exdata2= [exdata2 ex(i)]; 
  end 
end  
z=zeros(1,20); 
msg_d=[exdata2 z]; 
len=100; 
Fd=1; 
Fs=1; 
M=16; 
msg_a=modmap(msg_d,1,1,'qask',M);    
sigI1=msg_a(:,1); 
sigQ1=msg_a(:,2); 
a=zeros(length(sigI1),5); 
b=zeros(length(sigQ1),5); 
sigI=([sigI1 a])'; 
sigI=sigI(:); 
sigQ=([sigQ1 b])'; 
sigQ=sigQ(:); 
over = 16; 
rolloff=.5; 
pulse = rcosine(1,over,'sqrt',rolloff);  
[val,pos] = max(pulse);  
sigI2 = filter(pulse,1,sigI);                
sigI2 = sigI2(pos:length(sigI2));        
sigQ2 = filter(pulse,1,sigQ);            
sigQ2 = sigQ2(pos:length(sigQ2));   
n=1:length(sigI2); 
c=cos(2*pi*f*n/10); 
s=sin(2*pi*f*n/10);          
modsigI=sigI2.*c';           
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modsigQ=sigQ2.*s';       
modsig1 = modsigI+modsigQ; 
ans=modsig1; 
 
% QAM Demodulation Function: 
 
function ans2=qam_demod(modsig,f)  
over = 6; 
rolloff=.5; 
pulse = rcosine(1,over,'sqrt',rolloff);  
[val,pos] = max(pulse);  
n=1:552; 
c=cos(2*pi*f*n/10);              
s=sin(2*pi*f*n/10);          
recI = modsig.*c(1:length(modsig))';       
recQ =modsig.*s(1:length(modsig))';        
recI=filter(pulse,1,recI);                 
recQ=filter(pulse,1,recQ);                 
recI=recI(pos:end);                       
recQ=recQ(pos:end);                    
Num = remez(6,[0 0.2 0.3 1],[1 1 0 0]);   
recI_filt=filter(Num,1,recI);      
recI1=recI_filt(2:end);            
recQ_filt=filter(Num,1,recQ);                               
recQ1=recQ_filt(2:end);               
recI2=recI1(1:6:length(recI1)); 
recQ2=recQ1(1:6:length(recQ1)); 
% slicer 
 for i=1:length(recI2) 
        if (recI2(i) >0) 
              recI2(i)=1; 
        elseif (recI2(i)<0) 
                 recI2(i)=-1; 
        end 
        if (recQ2(i)>0) 
            recQ2(i)=1; 
        elseif (recQ2(i)<0) 
               recQ2(i)=-1; 
        end 
   end 
   sig_rec = [recI2 recQ2];                     
 sig_final=demodmap(sig_rec,1,1,'qask',16); 
ans1=sig_final(1:80); 
a0=[]; 
j=10; 
k=1; 
d=[]; 
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a=[]; 
y=1; 
a0=[]; 
for i=1:8 
d=find(ans1(y:10*i)==2); 
a=find(ans1(y:10*i)==1); 
if(length(d) > length(a)) 
    a0=[a0 0]; 
else  
    a0=[a0 1]; 
end 
y=y+10; 
end 
ans=a0; 
a1=[]; 
for i=1:2:8 
    if(ans(i)==0) 
        a1=[a1 0]; 
    else 
        a1=[a1 1]; 
    end  
end 
    ans2=a1; 
 
 
% QPSK Modulation Function: 
 
function [ans]=qpsk_modulation(bits,f) 
fs=10000;                        
t=0:1/fs:79/fs; 
ms=[]; 
for(i=1:1: length(bits))         
    if(bits(i)==1) 
        ms=[ms ones(1,10)]; 
    else 
        ms=[ms ones(1,10)*-1]; 
    end 
end 
I=[]; 
a=0; 
for(i=1:20:length(ms)-10)        
    if(ms(i)==1) 
        I=[I ones(1,20)];                 
    else 
         I=[I ones(1,20)*-1]; 
     end 
 end  
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Q=[];      
for(i=11:20:length(ms)) 
    if(ms(i)==1) 
        Q=[Q ones(1,20)]; 
    else 
         Q=[Q ones(1,20)*-1]; 
         end 
 end 
 cc=cos(2*f*pi*t);               
 sc=sin(2*f*pi*t); 
 a1 = I .* cc;                   
 a2 = Q .* sc; 
 ans = a1+a2;                    
 
% QPSK Modulation Function: 

function [ans2]=qpsk_demodulation(st,f) 
fs=10000;  
t=0:1/fs:79/fs; 
rx1=st;                         
rx2=st;   
cc=cos(2*f*pi*t);         
 sc=sin(2*f*pi*t); 
b1 = rx1 .* cc;    
 b2 = rx2 .* sc; 
b1=[b1 0]; 
b2=[b2  0]; 
 c=[]; 
 k=1; 
 for i=1 : 20 : length(b1)-20    
      c=[c trapz(b1(i:i+20))]; 
      k=k+1; 
 end 
 d=[]; 
 k=1; 
 for i=1 : 20 : length(b2)-19 
      d=[d trapz(b2(i:i+20))]; 
      k=k+1; 
 end 
 b1 = b1(1:80);  
 b2 = b2(1:80);  
 I1=[]; 
 Q1=[]; 
 for(i=1:length(c))              
     if(c(i) > 0) 
         I1 = [I1 ones(1,20)]; 
     end 
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     if (c(i) < 0) 
         I1 = [I1 ones(1,20)*-1]; 
     end 
 end 
 for(i=1:length(d)) 
     if(d(i) > 0) 
         Q1 = [Q1 ones(1,20)]; 
     end 
     if (d(i) < 0) 
         Q1 = [Q1 ones(1,20)*-1]; 
     end 
 end 
 dd=[]; 
 bb2=[]; 
 for(i=1 : 20 : length(I1)) 
     bb2=[bb2   I1(i:i+9) ]; 
     bb2=[bb2   Q1(i:i+9) ]; 
 end 
 s=[]; 
 for(i=1 : 10 : length(bb2)) 
    if(bb2(i)==1) 
        s=[s 1]; 
    else 
        s=[s 0]; 
    end 
end  
ans=bb2; 
fin5=[];  
for i=5:10:length(ans) 
    if(ans(i)==1) 
        fin5=[fin5 1]; 
    else 
        fin5=[fin5 0]; 
    end 
end 
a1=[]; 
for i=1:2:8 
    if(fin5(i)==0) 
        a1=[a1 0]; 
    else 
        a1=[a1 1]; 
    end  
end 
    ans2=a1; 
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% Core File for OFDMA: 

clc; 
close all; 
clear all; 
%******************** sub carrier channels ******************** 
channels=6; 
c=6; 
%********************** bits per channels ************************** 
bits=4; 
%********************** total bits to be transmitted ************* 
n=24; 
for i=1:n 
    data(i)= 2*round(rand)-1; 
end 
  
for i=1:n 
    if (data(i)==-1) 
        data(i)=0; 
    end 
end 
sss=data; 
%********* the series into parallel for the channels ******** 
s = reshape(data,c,bits); 
signal1 = s(1,:); 
exdata1=[]; 
exdata2=[]; 
exdata3=[]; 
exdata4=[]; 
exdata5=[]; 
exdata6=[]; 
for i=1:length(signal1) 
  for rep=1:2 
  exdata1= [exdata1 signal1(i)]; 
  end 
end 
signal2 = s(2,:); 
exdata=[]; 
for i=1:length(signal2) 
  for rep=1:2 
  exdata2= [exdata2 signal2(i)]; 
  end 
end 
signal3= s(3,:);    
exdata=[]; 
for i=1:length(signal3) 
  for rep=1:2 
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  exdata3= [exdata3 signal3(i)]; 
  end 
end 
signal4= s(4,:); 
exdata=[]; 
for i=1:length(signal4) 
  for rep=1:2 
  exdata4= [exdata4 signal4(i)]; 
  end 
end 
signal5= s(5,:); 
exdata=[]; 
for i=1:length(signal5) 
  for rep=1:2 
  exdata5= [exdata5 signal5(i)]; 
  end 
end 
signal6= s(6,:); 
exdata=[]; 
for i=1:length(signal6) 
  for rep=1:2 
  exdata6= [exdata6 signal6(i)]; 
  end 
end 
QPSK_BER=[]; 
QAM_BER=[]; 
for i=1:1:30 
    SNR=i; 
%******************* Condition for SNR ******************* 
if (SNR<15) 
%******************* Calling QPSK modulation function *************     
qpskm1=qpsk_modulation(exdata1,2*1000); 
qpskm2=qpsk_modulation(exdata2,4*1000); 
qpskm3=qpsk_modulation(exdata3,6*1000); 
qpskm4=qpsk_modulation(exdata4,8*1000); 
qpskm5=qpsk_modulation(exdata5,14*1000); 
qpskm6=qpsk_modulation(exdata6,12*1000); 
%*************************** Taking IFFT ************************ 
if_sig1=ifft(qpskm1); 
if_sig2=ifft(qpskm2); 
if_sig3=ifft(qpskm3); 
if_sig4=ifft(qpskm4); 
if_sig5=ifft(qpskm5); 
if_sig6=ifft(qpskm6); 
%************************* Converting back parellel to series ******** 
fin(1,:)=if_sig1; 
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fin(2,:)=if_sig2; 
fin(3,:)=if_sig3; 
fin(4,:)=if_sig4; 
fin(5,:)=if_sig5; 
fin(6,:)=if_sig6; 
%************************* Transmitting  QPSK Modulated Signal **** 
transmit=reshape(fin,1,480); 
h=abs(transmit); 
%******************************* Channel ********************** 
 noise1=awgn(if_sig1,SNR); 
 noise2=awgn(if_sig2,SNR); 
 noise3=awgn(if_sig3,SNR); 
 noise4=awgn(if_sig4,SNR); 
 noise5=awgn(if_sig5,SNR); 
 noise6=awgn(if_sig6,SNR); 
fin1(1,:)=noise1; 
fin1(2,:)=noise2; 
fin1(3,:)=noise3; 
fin1(4,:)=noise4; 
fin1(5,:)=noise5; 
fin1(6,:)=noise6; 
fin2=reshape(abs(fin1),1,480);  
%**************************** Taking FFT ****** ************* 
myrec=reshape(fin1,6,80); 
rxdata1=fft(myrec(1,:)); 
rxdata2=fft(myrec(2,:)); 
rxdata3=fft(myrec(3,:)); 
rxdata4=fft(myrec(4,:)); 
rxdata5=fft(myrec(5,:)); 
rxdata6=fft(myrec(6,:)); 
%**************************** QPSK Demodulation ************** 
qpskd1=qpsk_demodulation(rxdata1,2*1000); 
qpskd2=qpsk_demodulation(rxdata2,4*1000); 
qpskd3=qpsk_demodulation(rxdata3,6*1000); 
qpskd4=qpsk_demodulation(rxdata4,8*1000); 
qpskd5=qpsk_demodulation(rxdata5,14*1000); 
qpskd6=qpsk_demodulation(rxdata6,12*1000); 
dd1(1,:)=qpskd1; 
dd1(2,:)=qpskd2; 
dd1(3,:)=qpskd3; 
dd1(4,:)=qpskd4; 
dd1(5,:)=qpskd5; 
dd1(6,:)=qpskd6; 
  fin7=reshape(dd1,1,24); 
u=(fin7==sss); 
%********************finding Bit Errors and BER FOR QPSK********* 
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errors1=24-sum(u);   
 QPSK_BER1=errors1/24; 
  QPSK_BER=[QPSK_BER QPSK_BER1]; 
 %**************************************************************** 
 %**************************** QAM Modulation ******************* 
else 
dem1=qam_mod(exdata1,2*1000); 
dem2=qam_mod(exdata2,4*1000); 
dem3=qam_mod(exdata3,6*1000); 
dem4=qam_mod(exdata4,8*1000); 
dem5=qam_mod(exdata5,14*1000); 
dem6=qam_mod(exdata6,12*1000); 
%******************************* IFFT  ************************** 
fff1=ifft(double(dem1)); 
fff2=ifft(double(dem2)); 
fff3=ifft(double(dem3)); 
fff4=ifft(double(dem4)); 
fff5=ifft(double(dem5)); 
fff6=ifft(double(dem6)); 
%************************* Conveting from parellel to series **********  
finn(1,:)=fff1; 
finn(2,:)=fff2; 
finn(3,:)=fff3; 
finn(4,:)=fff4; 
finn(5,:)=fff5; 
finn(6,:)=fff6; 
%************************** Transmitting QAM modulated Signal **** 
transmitt=reshape(finn,1,3312); 
h=abs(transmitt); 
%******************************* Channel ************************** 
s=15; 
 noise1=awgn(fff1,s); 
 noise2=awgn(fff2,s); 
 noise3=awgn(fff3,s); 
 noise4=awgn(fff4,s); 
 noise5=awgn(fff5,s); 
 noise6=awgn(fff6,s); 
finnn(1,:)=noise1; 
finnn(2,:)=noise2; 
finnn(3,:)=noise3; 
finnn(4,:)=noise4; 
finnn(5,:)=noise5; 
finnn(6,:)=noise6; 
fin22=reshape(finnn,1,3312); 
hh=abs(fin22); 
%********************************* FFT ************************** 
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no1=fft(noise1); 
no2=fft(noise2); 
no3=fft(noise3); 
no4=fft(noise4); 
no5=fft(noise5); 
no6=fft(noise6); 
%******************************** QAM Demodulation ************* 
dem11=qam_demod(no1,2*1000); 
dem22=qam_demod(no2,4*1000); 
dem33=qam_demod(dem3,6*1000); 
dem44=qam_demod(dem4,8*1000); 
dem55=qam_demod(dem5,14*1000); 
dem66=qam_demod(dem6,12*1000); 
dd(1,:)=dem11; 
dd(2,:)=dem22; 
dd(3,:)=dem33; 
dd(4,:)=dem44; 
dd(5,:)=dem55; 
dd(6,:)=dem66; 
demm=reshape(dd,1,24); 
%******************* Finding Bit Errors and BER for QAM ******** 
u=(demm==sss); 
errors=24-sum(u); 
QAM_BER1=errors/24; 
QAM_BER=[QAM_BER QAM_BER1]; 
end 
end 
%***************Errors in Bits of QPSK and QAM for last SNR******** 
LAST_QPSK_SNR=15 
QPSK_ERROR=errors1 
%********************* QPSK__BER=QPSK_BER(5) **************** 
LAST_QAM_SNR_=25 
QAM_ERROR=errors 
%********************* QAM__BER=QAM_BER(25) **************** 
BER=[QPSK_BER QAM_BER] 
%****************************** FIGURES ************************ 
figure, 
plot([1:1:30],BER,'LineWidth',2) 
hold 
plot([1:1:30],BER,'rx') 
ylabel('Bit Error Probability'); 
title('BER Upper Bound vs. Eb/No, with Best Curve Fit') 
grid on 
figure, 
subplot(3,2,1) 
plot(qpskm1) 
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title('QPSK Modulated signal 1') 
  
subplot(3,2,2) 
plot(qpskm2) 
title('QPSK Modulated signal 2') 
  
subplot(3,2,3) 
plot(qpskm3) 
title('QPSK Modulated signal 3') 
  
subplot(3,2,4) 
plot(qpskm4) 
title('QPSK Modulated signal 4') 
  
subplot(3,2,5) 
plot(qpskm5) 
title('QPSK Modulated signal 5') 
  
subplot(3,2,6) 
plot(qpskm6) 
title('QPSK Modulated signal 6') 
  
figure, 
% subplot(2,1,1) 
plot(h) 
title('QPSK Modulated signal with IFFT') 
  
figure, 
% subplot(2,1,2) 
plot(fin2) 
title('QPSK Transmitted signal with IFFT and noise (in Channel)') 
  
figure, 
stem(sss,'r') 
title('ORIGINAL SIGNAL vs QPSK RECEIVED SIGNAL') 
xlabel('Number of Bits') 
hold on 
stem(fin7,'b') 
%********************************** QAM ************************ 
figure, 
subplot(3,2,1) 
plot(dem1) 
title('QAM Modulated signal 1') 
  
subplot(3,2,2) 
plot(dem2) 
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title('QAM Modulated signal 2') 
  
subplot(3,2,3) 
plot(dem3) 
title('QAM Modulated signal 3') 
  
subplot(3,2,4) 
plot(dem4) 
title('QAM Modulated signal 4') 
  
subplot(3,2,5) 
plot(dem5) 
title('QAM Modulated signal 5') 
  
subplot(3,2,6) 
plot(dem6) 
title('QAM Modulated signal 6') 
  
figure, 
plot(h) 
title('QAM Modulated signal with IFFT') 
  
figure, 
plot(hh) 
title('QAM Transmitted signal with IFFT and noise (in Channel)') 
  
figure, 
stem(sss,'r') 
title('ORIGINAL SIGNAL vs QAM RECEIVED SIGNAL') 
xlabel('Number of Bits') 
hold  
stem(demm,'b') 
  
figure, 
stem(data) 
title('ORIGINAL DATA STREAM') 
xlabel('Number of Bits') 
hold  
stem(data,'b') 
noo=[no1 no2 no3 no4 no5 no6]; 
rrr=[rxdata1 rxdata2 rxdata3 rxdata4 rxdata5 rxdata6]; 
  
figure, 
subplot(2,1,1) 
title('QAM SIGNAL WITH FFT') 
hold 
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plot(abs(noo),'b') 
  
subplot(2,1,2) 
title('QPSK SIGNAL WITH FFT') 
hold 
plot(abs(rrr),'b') 
 
NPS AND RCS SIMULATION CODE: 

% Function for Probability Generation: 
 
function [pb,ph,Pft,Pnc] = handof(s,y,Ch,my,eta,rho_o) 
%step 0 
lamdao = rho_o*my; 
lamdaho = 0.2*lamdao; 
delta =1; 
n=s-Ch; 
lamdahoold = lamdaho; 
alfa = 1; 
lamdahi(alfa) =0.2*lamdao; 
if Ch==y 
lamdap=0; 
else 
lamdap=0.2*lamdao;     
end 
pj = []; 
  
%step 1 
while abs(delta) >.0001, 
     
 %step 2        
    
 for b=0:n 
        p01(b+1)=(((lamdao+lamdahi(alfa)+lamdap)/(my+eta))^b)/factorial(b); 
    end 
    if Ch==y 
         for x=n+1:s, 
             p01(x+1)=0; 
         end 
    else 
         for x=n+1:s, 
             p01(x+1)=(lamdap^(x-
n))*((lamdao+lamdahi(alfa)+lamdap)^n)/(factorial(x)*(my+eta)^x); 
         end 
    end 
     
for c=n+1:s, 
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p01(c+1)=((lamdahi(alfa)^(c-
n))*((lamdao+lamdahi(alfa)+lamdap)^n)/(factorial(c)*(my+eta)^c)); 

end 
  
p0 = (sum(p01))^(-1); 
     
 %b is the j inside n, and c is the rest of j 
 
    for d=1:n, 
        pj(d) = p0*(((lamdao+lamdahi(alfa)+ lamdap)/(my+eta))^d)/factorial(d); 
    end 
     
    if Ch==y 
        for l=n+1:s, 
            pj(l)=0; 
        end 
    else 
        for l=n+1:s, 
            pj(l)=p0*((lamdap^(l-n))*((lamdao+lamdahi(alfa)+lamdap)^n)/(factorial(l)*(my+eta)^l)); 
        end 
    end 
     
 for e=n+1:s, 

pj(e) = p0*((lamdahi(alfa))^(e-n))*((lamdao+lamdahi(alfa)+ 
lamdap)^n)/(factorial(e)*(my+eta)^e); 

end     
    
pb= sum(pj(n:s)); 
          
ph = pj(s);   
     
%step 3 
   lamdahonew = (1-pb)*lamdao*eta/(my+eta-eta*(1-ph)); 
   delta  = lamdahonew - lamdahoold;     
   lamdahoold = lamdahonew; 
   alfa = alfa +1; 
   lamdahi(alfa) = lamdahonew;     
end 
plot (lamdahi); 
  
a = (eta/(my+eta))*(1 - ph); 
    
b =(eta/(my+eta))* ph; 
    
E = (eta * b ) / (my + eta*ph); 
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Pbt = pb; 
S = ( 1 - pb) / (1 - Pbt); 
    
    Pft = S * E; 
    
    Pnc = 1  - ((1 - pb) / (1 + (( eta * ph)/ my))); 
    
   Pnc1 = pb*(1-pb)*Pft; 
       fprintf('%f \n',Pnc); 
         fprintf('%f \n',Pnc1); 
 
% Core File for NPS and RCS: 
 
clc  
clear all 
close all 
s = input('Total number of channels = '); 
k = input('Number of channels reservsed for handovers = '); 
o = input('Number of permanent assigned channels = '); 
q = o + k; 
  
for rho_o = 2:1:s, 
    [vectorpb0(rho_o-1), vectorph0(rho_o-1), vectorpft0(rho_o-1), vectorpnc0(rho_o-1)] = 
handof(s,k,0, 1/3, 1/3, rho_o); 
end 
  
for rho_o = 2:1:s, 
    [vectorpb1(rho_o-1), vectorph1(rho_o-1), vectorpft1(rho_o-1), vectorpnc1(rho_o-1)] = 
handof(s,k,k, 1/3, 1/3, rho_o); 
end 
  
for rho_o = 2:1:s, 
    [vectorpb2(rho_o-1), vectorph2(rho_o-1), vectorpft2(rho_o-1), vectorpnc2(rho_o-1)] = 
handof(s,k,q, 1/3, 1/3, rho_o); 
end 
  
%subplot(2,2,1), 
semilogy((2:1:s), vectorpb0, 'r', (2:1:s), vectorpb1, 'k', (2:1:s), vectorpb2, 'b','LineWidth',2 ); 
xlabel('No of Busy channels'), ylabel('pb'), title('probability of call blocking Pb') 
legend('NPS','RCS (no Permanent Channels)','RCS(permanent Channels)','Location','SouthEast') 
grid on 
figure(2) 
  
%subplot(2,2,2), 
semilogy((2:1:s), vectorph0,'r',(2:1:s), vectorph1, 'k',(2:1:s), vectorph2, 'b','LineWidth',2); 
xlabel('No of Busy Channels'), ylabel('ph'), title('probability of handover faliure Ph') 
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legend('NPS','RCS (no Permanent Channels)','RCS(permanent Channels)','Location','SouthEast') 
grid on 
figure(3) 
  
%subplot(2,2,3), 
semilogy((2:1:s), vectorpft0,'r',(2:1:s), vectorpft1, 'k',(2:1:s), vectorpft2, 'b','LineWidth',2); 
xlabel('No Busy of Busy Channels'), ylabel('pft'), title('probability of forced termination Pft') 
legend('NPS','RCS (no Permanent Channels)','RCS(permanent Channels)','Location','SouthEast') 
grid on 
figure(4) 
  
%subplot(2,2,4) 
semilogy((2:1:s), vectorpnc0,'r',(2:1:s), vectorpnc1, 'k',(2:1:s), vectorpnc2, 'b','LineWidth',2); 
xlabel('No of Busy Channels'), ylabel('pnc'), title('porbability of not completed calls Pnc') 
legend('NPS','RCS (no Permanent Channels)','RCS(permanent Channels)','Location','SouthEast') 
grid on 
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